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ABSTRACT

Room temperature wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) and angle resolved x-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS) experiments were performed on
semicrystalline samples of LARC-CPI, a novel thermoplastic polyimide. Results of
these studies revealed a unique ordered structure that produced an x-ray reflection at a
d-spacing of approximately 25.2 A that was independent of the crystalline region of
LARC-CPI. Molecular modeling was performed by combining molecular mechanics
methods with a Monte Carlo search technique to determine the most probable crystal
repeat unit and the crystal structure of LARC-CPI. The unit cell was found to be base
centered orthorhombic with lattice parameters of a = 8.0 A, b = 6.0 A, and c = 35.7 A
+ 0.1 A. Model crystal densities and simulated WAXS patterns were in excellent
agreement with experimental data. Isothermal WAXS experiments were performed on
LARC-CPI and NEW-TPI (another semicrystalline polyimide commercially known as
REGULUSTM ) at elevated temperatures to investigate the thermal expansion behavior
of the crystalline unit cell of these two polymers. In both cases the unit cell did not
expand discernibly in the c direction over the temperature ranges investigated here.
Also, expansion in the a direction was larger than the b direction for both LARC-CPI
and NEW-TPI. For LARC-CPI the coefficients of thermal expansion of the a and b
lattice parameters were found to be a = 1.17x10-4/°C and ctb = 0.75x10-4 /C. For
NEW-TPI a,, = 0.93x10- 4/oC and c b = 0.60x10-4/°C.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Advanced technology applications require materials that can survive in a

multitude of aggressive service environments. Excellent mechanical, thermal, electrical,

adhesive and chemical resistance properties are mandatory to satisfy many engineering

design criteria. Although excellent properties are necessary, they are not sufficient to

meet most current day materials needs.

In this day and age, cost is an important issue in all aspects of product

development including materials selection. Twenty years ago, a high cost material

could be justified based exclusively on excellent performance characteristics. Today

more and more producers are extremely cost conscious due to global competition in

the manufacturing arena. Thus a material must posses excellent properties per dollar

spent to be considered for a specific application.

Although raw materials cost is a large contributor to overall component cost,

material processing contributes extensively to final part price as well. Thus

considerations of processing techniques and mass production efficiencies weigh heavily

on material choice.

Aromatic polyimides are a class of polymers that posses many unique properties

that satisfy a wide range of engineering design requirements [1-8]. They exhibit

outstanding resistance to radiation and chemical attack. These materials posses good

thermal stability as well. Additionally, the electrical, mechanical and adhesive

properties of polyimides remain excellent over a very broad temperature range. Thus

aromatic polyimides posses a unique combination of many desirable properties that
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make them excellent candidate materials for components subject to a wide variety of

high demand service environments [9-14].

Most polyimides are processed via solvent casting [7], spin coating [15] or

varnish application [15] of the polyamic acid precursor of the polyimide in question.

The processed polyamic acid is then subject to an in situ thermal imidization process.

When these processing techniques are applied to polyimides such as pyromellitic

dianhydride, 4,4'-oxydianiline (PMDA-ODA, also know as DuPont's Kapton) or

benzophenone tetracarboxylic dianhydride, 4,4'-oxydianiline (BTDA-ODA) one obtains

a material with a high glass transition temperature due to the rigidity of the polymer

chains. Rigid chains also often cause the decomposition temperature of the material to

be lower than the crystal melting point making melt processing and crystallization

impossible [16].

Melt processibility is highly desirable as it allows for rapid, cost efficient

production of components of complex geometries via thermoforming techniques. Melt

processing allows for the use of regrind (thus waste is reduced) and does not require

hazardous solvents. Solvent casting and spin coating techniques are undesirable in that

the final component geometry is severely limited and the solvents used in these

techniques are hazardous and solvent disposal and/or recycling is expensive.

Additionally, material waste is quite high during spin coating procedures resulting in

undesirable low final product yields.

The processibility of polyimides has been greatly improved recently by

modifying the diamine and dianhydride that combine to form the polyimide to enhance

chain mobility. The NASA Langley Research Center has incorporated phenyl-ether

and phenyl-ketone groups to obtain high temperature polyimides that can be processed

via thermoforming techniques [6, 7, 15, 17-19]. Thus the researchers at NASA

Langley produced an exciting novel class of materials that maintained the high
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performance characteristics of polyimides and possessed the excellent processing

attributes of thermoformable materials.

One of the polyimides developed by the NASA Langley Research Center was

LARC-CPI [6], a novel aromatic semicrystalline thermoplastic polyimide. LARC-CPI

is produced by the synthesis of 3,3',4,4'-benzophenonetetracarboxylic dianhydride

(BTDA) and 1,3-bis(4-aminophenoxy-4'-benzoyl)benzene (BABB). The chemical

repeat unit of LARC-CPI can be seen in Figure 1.1.

The high glass transition (Tg = 222 °C [20]) and melting temperature (Tm =

350 C [201:) of LARC-CPI indicate that this material possesses excellent thermal

properties. The mechanical properties of this polyimide are also quite excellent with

respect to modulus, strength, fracture toughness and adhesive behavior [6, 7, 11, 12,

20-22]. LARC-CPI also posses excellent chemical resistance [11, 12, 20] and a

relatively low dielectric constant ( = 3.2 [23]).

The crystallinity of LARC-CPI produces enhanced mechanical performance and

chemical resistance. The above mentioned desirable properties combined with the

processing benefits associated with a thermoplastic polymer make LARC-CPI a

promising candidate material for application in a wide range of high performance

service environments. Since LARC-CPI is a novel new material, extensive research has

been undertaken by NASA and our group to explore its potential applications and

limitations.

In addition to the previously mentioned detailed research performed by the team

at NASA Langley, other groups have been engaged in investigations of various aspects

of LARC-CPI. The research groups of Wilkes at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and

State university, and our group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have

provided valuable information about LARC-CPI.
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Wilkes has employed transmission and scanning electron microscopy to explore

the morphology of LARC-CPI [24-26] and has reported crystallization kinetics based

on Avrami type analysis [24, 26, 27]. His group has also employed differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC), small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), wide angle x-ray

scattering (WAXS) and molecular modeling techniques to further characterize this

material [26].

Cebe has reported results of DSC, WAXS, SAXS, infra red spectroscopy,

dynamic mechanical analysis and density determination studies [21, 22, 23, 28-31].

Also, our group has presented dielectric parameters, index of refraction and discussions

of real time SAXS experiments that explored the effects of thermal history on the

crystallization of LARC-CPI [23, 32, 33]. Additionally, the preliminary results of

molecular modeling techniques employed to explore the crystal structure of LARC-CPI

have been completed [29, 30].

Attempts have been made at modeling the crystal structure of LARC-CPI [26]

using a model which assumes a helical chain conformation. One of the shortcomings of

these molecular models was a huge discrepancy between experimentally obtained

density [28] and simulated density values. The model yielded physically unrealistic

density values which call into question the validity of the proposed structure.

Preliminary lattice parameters of the unit cell of LARC-CPI have been reported

by our group [21, 22]. These parameters were based on the analysis of two

dimensional fiber patterns of zone drawn samples of LARC-CPI prepared via the

techniques developed by the groups of Takayanagi [34] and Kunugi [35].

The ultimate goal of the field of molecular modeling is to be able to predict

material properties based on atomic arrangements. In order to predict properties

accurately it is essential to start with an extremely accurate model of the molecular
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structure of the material in question. The old saying of "garbage in equals garbage out"

is very applicable to molecular modeling property predictions.

The goal of this work is to obtain an accurate model of the crystal structure of

LARC-CPI. Although the ultimate objective of property prediction is the driving force,

it is necessary to describe the macromolecular ordering of this system. This in itself is

quite a task considering the complexity of even a simple repeat unit of LARC-CPI let

alone the conformations and packing of chains in a unit cell.

Molecular modeling techniques include molecular mechanics [36-39], molecular

dynamics [36-39] and ab initio quantum chemistry based methods [38, 39]. The goal

of all of these methods is to obtain a minimum energy conformation of a system. In

principle, these techniques can be applied to systems containing any number of atoms.

The choice of technique largely depends on the computational resources available and

on the complexity of the system under investigation.

Ab initio methods [39] are the most general in that they require no empirical

relationships. The energy of all of the electrons in a system are simultaneously

minimized producing a minimum energy structure. As system size increases to that of

more than a few atoms the computational resources necessary to carry out ab initio

modeling are tremendous. Since even the simplest polymers have at least six atoms

(polyethylene) per repeat unit it is not feasible to employ ab initio modeling techniques

to describe most polymeric systems.

MOPAC [38, 39] simulations are similar to ab initio in that electron level

interactions are employed to determine a minimum energy structure. MOPAC is

simpler in that only valence electron energies are considered. All other electron

interactions are either ignored or are approximated by empirical parameters. Although

this semi-empirical quantum chemistry based technique allows for systems slightly

larger that ab initio, the maximum size is still severely limited.
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Molecular dynamics [36-39] is a very powerful technique for simulating chain

motion and changes in internal energy as a response to externally applied perturbations

such as displacements or temperature. Through this technique one may obtain

mechanical and thermodynamic properties (such as the modulus of elasticity of a

polymer chain) along with minimum energy chain conformations. Molecular dynamics

requires some type of force field to calculate the main chain and inter-molecular

interaction energies.

Molecular interaction force fields typically consider bond stretching, bond angle

deformation, bond torsions, Coulombic interactions and Van der Waals forces when

determining the chain internal energy. An excellent discussion of molecular dynamics

can be found in the literature [40]. Dynamics is also quite computer intensive but not

on the level of ab initio techniques. Still, many hours of CPU time are required to

obtain a few picoseconds of dynamics trajectories.

Molecular mechanics [36-39] is similar to dynamics in that this technique also

utilizes a force field to determine the chain energy. Mechanics employs the force field

and then uses a search technique (such as steepest descent or Newton Raphson) to

allow a chain to alter conformations until a minimum energy is found. There is a risk of

being trapped in a local minimum, but this can be overcome by employing many

different initial conformations via a Monte Carlo search technique.

Molecular mechanics is not as CPU intensive as the other methods discussed

here. Thus it can be employed to explore many conformations quite efficiently. Since

CPU time is the greatest limit for most modelers, mechanics becomes the method of

choice. By no means does this imply that mechanics is not an accurate technique. As

will be discussed, many force fields have been created that accurately describe a wide

variety of atomic systems including polymers. A detailed discussion of the molecular

mechanics technique employed in this work can be found in Chapter 4.
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The flexibility of rigid rod polymers such as poly(p-phenylene benzobisthiazole)

(PBZT) and poly(p-phenylene benzobisoxazole) (PBO) has been explored via

molecular dynamics [41]. Dynamics has also been employed to obtain model

coefficients of thermal expansion for poly(p-phenylene) oligomers subject to restrictive

boundary conditions [42]. Additional information pertaining to the crystal structures,

phase transitions and energies of chain conformations of poly(p-phenylene) oligomers

have also been reported based on molecular dynamics techniques [43]. The model

crystal structure was in excellent agreement with experimental x-ray data.

The development of a force field for polyethylene crystals along with

mechanical properties based on the subsequent model has been reported [44].

Molecular dynamics has also been applied to polyethylene at elevated simulation

temperatures to investigate the temperature dependence of elastic and thermodynamic

properties [45].

Rutledge and Suter have presented results of atomistic simulations of poly(p-

phenylene terephthalamide) (PPTA) [46]. This group has also generated simulated x-

ray diffraction patterns of PPTA to explore the microstructure and polymorphism [47].

They have also employed a force field to obtain some mechanical properties of this

polymer [48].

Explorations of the conformational characteristics of the polycarbonate of 4,4'-

isopropylidenediphenol have been undertaken by Hutnik et al., [49]. This group has

also developed an atomistic model [50] and presented a quasi-static model of the chain

dynamics [51 ] of the above mentioned polycarbonate.

A molecular dynamics based investigation of order in aromatic polyimides has

be reported [52]. Here model structures were evaluated based on agreement with

experimentally determined x-ray data. Comparisons between experimentally

determined and model material densities were also made.
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These examples are a sample of the wide range of systems that have been

explored via molecular dynamics techniques. Unfortunately, due to the previously

discussed limits of molecular dynamics, many systems, especially those containing

complex periodic order (such as polymeric crystals) are quite difficult to investigate

thoroughly. Thus molecular dynamics is limited in the size and arrangement of

molecular systems to which it can be applied.

Molecular mechanics allows for the exploration of more complex systems. By

applying universal force fields and minimization techniques, it is possible to investigate

many different complex inter-molecular arrangements and intra-molecular

conformations.

Many different molecular force fields have been proposed. These force fields

are based on spring constants that are obtained by a combination of spectroscopic data

and ab initio calculations. Force fields are refined by simulating x-ray data of a

structure based on the parameters in question and then comparing the simulated results

to experimentally determined data. The force fields are validated by comparison of the

model in question with actual crystal structures, rotational barriers and relative

conformational energies and barriers. An example of this type of force field evaluation

for the Dreiding force field (the force field used in this work) can be found in the

literature [53].

An additional consideration when employing any force field technique is the

determination of partial charges to be incorporated when calculating the Coulombic

contributions to the overall system energy. Rappe and Goddard have developed a

unique technique [54] that considers both atom type and relative atom locations when

determining the partial charges.
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Hanes has performed molecular mechanics modeling to assist in the

investigation of the conformational structures in poly(vinyl fluoride) [55]. Here both

chain conformations and crystal chain packings were modeled.

The Dreiding force field has been employed to model structure and deformation

mechanisms of various high performance polymers via molecular mechanics techniques

[56]. Molecular mechanics has also be used to model the structure of an aromatic

polysulfone system [57].

Solid to solid phase transitions of poly(butylene terephthalate) have been

investigated via molecular mechanics [58]. In this work the model was validated by

comparison of' simulated and experimentally determined x-ray scattering patterns.

There was strong agreement between the model and actual polymeric crystal structure.

Li and Mattice have employed the Dreiding force field to explore polybutadiene

[59]. This force field has also been utilized to explore substituted polyacetylenes [60]

as well as to determine phase diagrams for binary mixtures [61].

These examples are a small subset of the many applications of molecular

mechanics and the Dreiding force field to explore atomic arrangements of polymers.

Additional references can be found in Chapter 4. The main point is that molecular

simulations have been employed extensively and yielded excellent results pertaining to

microstructure of polymeric systems.

As a large portion of this work is based on molecular modeling, it was essential

to verify the validity of the modeling technique, force field parameters, and partial

charge determination method that the model is based on. The modeling of the crystal

structure of LARC-CPI presented in Chapter 4 is based on the Dreiding force field

employed in molecular mechanics simulations. Many of the above mentioned

simulations show the accuracy and versatility of the modeling technique and parameters
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used in this work. Thus the modeling techniques employed here have been previously

applied to other polymeric systems and yielded good results.

Once an accurate model of the crystal structure of a material is available, it is

possible to capitalize on information generated by the model to explore the physical

behavior of the crystalline region. The model can independently predict properties and

can also be used in conjunction with experimental techniques to investigate the

response of the material to external variables such as stress or changes in temperature.

Semi-crystalline polyimides possess many desirable properties. They many be

exposed to many service conditions including a wide range of environmental

temperatures. Thus it is essential to understand the thermal expansion behavior of the

crystal structure of the polyimide in question.

Thermal investigations of Poly(etheretherketone) have been reported [62].

Here it was found that the crystal lattice was extremely anisotropic in its thermal

expansion behavior. The expansion of the unit cell of Poly(butylene terephthalate) has

also been explored by our group and it also behaved in an anisotropic fashion [63].

Since the thermal behavior of the crystal region of semicrystalline thermoplastic

polyimides has not yet been investigated, it was decided to apply model results obtained

in Chapter 4 in conjunction with elevated temperature x-ray experiments to study this

behavior for LARC-CPI. NEW-TPI, another novel semicrystalline thermoplastic was

also explored. Ambient temperature lattice parameters [64, 65] and an indexed

diffractometer pattern [66] for NEW-TPI where found in the literature. The studies

presented in Chapter 5 not only generated coefficients of thermal expansion of the unit

cells of the two polyimides but also allowed for the model of LARC-CPI to be directly

applied to assist in determining engineering design parameters.

In summary, Chapter 2 of this work contains a discussion of the experimental

techniques employed in this work. Also, a brief review of experimental data reported by
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others that was employed to assist in the creation and evaluation of the molecular

model of the crystal structure of LARC-CPI can be found in section 2.4.

Results and discussion of x-ray scattering and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

experiments can be found in Chapter 3. In depth discussion of a unique ordered

structure that is not part of the unit cell of LARC-CPI as well as possible explanations

of the origin of this structure are presented here.

The molecular modeling technique is described in a step by step fashion in

Chapter 4. All phases of the model including creation, refinement and final evaluation

and validation can be found in this section. Also, a wide range of previous applications

of molecular mechanics and the Dreiding force field are referenced in this chapter.

Thermal expansion of the unit cells of both LARC-CPI and NEW-TPI are

explored in Chapter 5. Details pertaining to the methodology used and also the

coefficients of thermal expansion of the unit cell lattice parameters of both polyimides

can be found here.

Chapter 6 contains conclusions based on this work and recommendations for

future studies.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the experimental techniques utilized in this study to

examine ordered structures in LARC-CPI. Wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) was

employed to obtain both standard powder (diffractometer) patterns as well as scans

which investigate the effects of surface orientation. Angle resolved x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (ARXPS) was also utilized and is discussed in the last section of this

chapter. The experimental conditions and specimen preparation techniques employed

by others to obtain WAXS data previously reported in the literature [1-3] are also

briefly reviewed.

2.2 WIDE ANGLE X-RAY SCATTERING

Solvent cast films of LARC-CPI were obtained from Dr. Terry St. Clair of the

NASA Langley Research Center located in Hampton, Virginia. The films were

completely imidized and fully crystallized with an average degree of crystallinity of 0.40

[1 ]. The degree of crystallinity was calculated by Teverovsky [1] employing a heat of

fusion for LARC-CPI crystals of 92 + 2 J/g calculated by Rich et al., [4]. The average

film thickness was 0.06 millimeters and the crystallites were determined to be

unoriented based on two dimensional x-ray diffraction data [1]. A Rigaku model

RU300 diffractometer equipped with a rotating copper anode generator operating at 50
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kV and 200 mA was employed to obtain WAXS diffractometer plots of intensity versus

position (powder patterns) of films of LARC-CPI. The system contained a diffracted

beam graphite monochromator. 20 was varied from 2 to 65 degrees continuously at a

rate of 1 degree per minute. The step was set to 0.02 degrees. 1.0 degree diffraction

and scatter slits were used with a 0.15 degree receiving slit. The sample film was

supported across the opening of a rectangular aluminum holder. In reflection mode the

opening minimized reflection of the direct x-ray beam from the holder. In transmission

the opening allowed for passage of the beam through the sample.

Reflection and transmission scans were made on single films and stacks of three

films (assembled with Duco cement) to enhance the diffracted x-ray intensity of as-

received solvent cast materials. The films were mounted at different orientations with

respect to an axis normal to the film surface to explore the effects of orientation on the

x-ray patterns. An automated search program was utilized to determine the

approximate positions (both d-spacings and 20 values) of distinguishable peaks.

Silicon standard powder obtained from the National Institute of Standards and

Technology was placed on the surface of selected samples to provide calibration for

correcting any errors in peak positions due to specimen alignment in the sample holder.

Scans were also made on the mounting device and the Duco cement in the absence of

sample film to establish a base line and to assure that all reflections were due to the

polymer and were not created by the specimen mounting system. Thus the possibility

of accidentally attributing an artifact caused by the experimental apparatus to some

type of structure in the specimen in question was eliminated.

Scans were also made on zone drawn strips of solvent cast LARC-CPI

(prepared elsewhere [1]) in the same Rigaku RU300 under conditions that were

identical to those described above. The strips were mounted as shown in Figure 2.1 to

allow diffractometer data to be obtained along the same direction as the drawing axis.
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Zone Drawn Strips of LARC-CPI

/

Specimen Holder

Figure 2.1: Zone drawn strips mounted for diffractometer scans.
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2.3 P SCANS

In order to explore any preferential surface orientation, 3 scans were conducted

utilizing a Rigaku RU200 fitted with the same anode as the RU300. The generator was

operated at 50 kV and 200 mA.

A 3 scan allows one to vary the orientation of a film via continuous rotation

about an axis perpendicular to the film surface through an angle 3 while setting 20 to a

fixed value. A sketch of the experimental set up can be seen in Figure 2.2. 20 was

varied from 3 to 4 degrees in 0.1 degree increments. At each 20 position a 0 scan was

executed. Various slit arrangements were used including the combination employed in

the above mentioned diffractometer scans. In many cases the implementation of a 1.2

mm height limiter was necessary to reduce the amount of incident beam that traveled

directly to the detector.

Reflection mode scans of single films and stacks of three films were made. The

specimens were mounted to an annular ring then placed in the x-ray device. This

"hollow" ring was used to assure that no reflections due to the specimen mounting

device were introduced into the results. Scans were also made of the annular ring with

no specimen to assure that all reflections were due to the specimens in question and

not from apparatus artifacts.

2.4 PREVIOUS WAXS EXPERIMENTS

Teverovsky has reported results of in depth studies on the effects of

mechanically induced orientation on the microstructure of LARC-CPI [1, 2]. She

employed the zone drawing and annealing procedure of Kunugi [5] and Takayanagi [6]
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Film of LARC-CPI

I Beam

Normal To Film Surface

Figure 2.2: scan configuration.
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to orient specimens of solvent cast LARC-CPI. Two dimensional fiber x-ray patterns

of' oriented specimens were then obtained employing a Statton flat film camera

connected to a Phillips x-ray generator. Silicon was placed on the specimen surfaces to

provide a calibration ring for the determination of d-spacings of selected reflections.

Details of these x-ray experiments and the zone drawing procedure can be found

elsewhere [1, 2].

Diffractometer patterns of LARC-CPI solvent crystallized in NMP have been

reported by Friler [3]. He employed NMP at 1950C as a plasticizer to provide

enhanced molecular mobility and to increase the crystallinity [3, 7]. Specimens were

cooled, the NMP was extracted with water and then the LARC-CPI films were dried.

Details of these experiments can be found in the literature [3].

2.5 ANGLE RESOLVED X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON

SPECTROSCOPY EXPERIMENTS

Angle resolved x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS) studies were

performed in a Surface Science Instruments SSX 100 spectrometer. The system

produced monochromatized Al-Ko x-rays at an energy of 1486.6 eV. The sample

holder possessed both tilt and rotation capabilities. The base pressure was always

better than 10-9 torr.

The nominal take-off angle (TOA) at which ejected photoelectrons were

collected was 35 degrees with respect to the sample surface. However, the TOA was

incrementally increased from 20 to 90 degrees in 10 degree steps to obtain a depth

profile without sputtering. A secondary electron gun (flood gun) of low energy was

employed to prevent surface charging from occurring on these insulating samples. The
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peak corresponding to phenyl carbons was used as an internal reference and was always

corrected to an energy of 285 eV. The peaks obtained here exhibited a variation of the

full width at half maximum (FWHM) from 1.6 to approximately 2.0 eV.

2.6 SYNCHROTRON X-RAY EXPERIMENTS ON LARC-CPI

AND NEW-TPI

Real time and isothermal WAXS experiments were performed on the X12B

beam line at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The synchrotron provided a high-

intensity source of radiation with a wavelength of 0.961 A. Scans were performed in

the transmission mode unitizing a two dimensional position sensitive detector. The

beam profile at the detector was assumed to be of a pinhole type geometry. The

sample to detector distance was approximately 11 cm. A two dimensional position

sensitive detector was used for all experiments.

Isothermal WAXS scans at various temperatures ranging from 35 to 2900C

were made on a stack of eleven zone drawn strips of LARC-CPI. The strips were

aligned in the mounting device so that the fiber direction was approximately parallel to

the meridional axis of the detector. X-rays were collected for 60 seconds at each of the

selected temperatures. Details of the specimen preparation and zone drawing

procedure can be found in the literature [1].

Real time WAXS experiments were performed on a three film stack of the

solvent cast, as-received, semicrystalline, unoriented material described previously in

this chapter. The initial temperature was 50C and was increased at a rate of 10°C/min

to a final temperature of 2500 C. Data was taken continuously in 24 second acquisition

time intervals.
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Isothermal scans were also made on samples of NEW-TPI, another novel

thermoplastic polyimide. Experiments were performed on both three film and five

film stacks of zone drawn specimens that were aligned in a direction parallel to the

merdional axis of the detector. The temperature range was from 35 to 3250 C and x-ray

acquisition time at each selected temperature was set to 60 seconds. The material was

provided by Foster Miller Inc. (Waltham, MA). Details pertaining to specimen

preparation and zone drawing procedures can be found in the literature [8].

Raw data files were sectorially integrated along the meridian and equator. This

numerical analysis was performed on a VAX using private FORTRAN codes

developed by Dr. Malcolm Capel of the X12B beam line at Brookhaven National

Laboratory. Integrated data was converted from binary to ASCII format and then

transferred to M. I. T. via internet.

Hidden binary characters that were introduced into the data files during

integration routines and were removed by writing and executing a c-shell script

program that systematically searched and removed octal characters. Since data analysis

was accomplished using MATLABTM as an analytical tool, it was necessary to convert

the integrated data files to a format recognizable by MATLABTM. This was done by

creating and executing additional c-shell scripts.

Corrections for beam live time, specimen permeability, incident beam intensity

fluctuations, detector performance and back ground subtractions were made via a

series of MATLABTM subroutines specifically created for this project. All programs

were run on a Silicon Graphics Iris Indigo workstation using a UNIX version of

MATLABTM. The MATLABTM subroutines and c-shell scripts written as a part of this

work can be found in Appendix A.
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2.7 DIFFRACTOMETER STUDIES OF LARC-CPI AND NEW-TPI

The same Rigaku RU200 system employed for conducting scans (see section

2.3) operating at the same generator conditions and using the same diffraction,

receiving and scatter slits was employed for elevated temperature isothermal diffraction

studies. The x-ray system was fitted with a hot stage equipped with openings that

allowed incident and diffracted radiation to pass. All scans were performed in the

reflection mode with 20 starting at 15 degrees and increasing at 1 degree per minute to

a maximum value of 30 degrees.

Isothermal scans were made on three film thick stacks of unoriented, cold

crystallized NEW-TPI. The initial temperature was 250C and was increased in 250 C

increments up to a final temperature of 3750C. At each step a diffractometer scan was

made. The NEW-TPI used in this set of experiments was RegulusTM, commercially

available and provided by Mitsui Toatsu.

Semicrystalline specimens were prepared as follows. Three film stacks of 75

micrometer thick amorphous films were mounted to a glass slide using Kapton tape at

two edges (see Figure 2.3). The sample was then placed in a Metler hot stage for cold

crystallization processing. The temperature was ramped to 3000 C and held for 1 hour.

Then the temperature was ramped to 3400C then cooled to room temperature at a rate

of -200 C/min.

Isothermal scans were also made on three film thick stacks of LARC-CPI. The

temperature for LARC-CPI diffraction experiments ranged from 250 C to 3500 C and

was again increased in 250 C steps. Specimens were made from 80 micrometer thick

amorphous films that had been partially imidized at 1000 C.

In order to have a semicrystalline material the following process was

undertaken. Three films were mounted to a glass slide using the same configuration as
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Kapton Tape

3 Film Stack of Polyimide

Kapton Tape 

Glass Slide

Figure 2.3: Polyimide mounted to a glass slide.
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described for mounting NEW-TPI films. The samples were then placed in a hot stage

and held at 1700 C for one hour then ramped to 1900C and held at that temperature for

another hour to allow for completion of the imidization process and to allow any

trapped solvent to escape in a controlled fashion. Cold crystallization was then carried

out by ramping the temperature to 3000 C and holding for 1 hour. At the end of the

cold crystallization time the specimens were cooled at -200 C/min back to room

temperature.
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CHAPTER 3

X-RAY EXPLORATIONS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

X-ray diffraction data were initially obtained for the purpose of evaluating the

proposed model crystal system (Chapter 4). Results previously reported [1-3] as well

as experiments performed here were employed when constructing, modifying and

validating molecular models. This chapter contains a detailed discussion of the

diffractometer scans performed as a part of this work along with a brief summary of

results of x-ray experiments performed on LARC-CPI that can be found in the

literature [1-3]. Angle resolved x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS)

experiments were also performed to investigate the origins of a unique structure

observed during the diffractometer portion of this study. These results are also

discussed in this chapter.

3.2 DIFFRACTOMETER RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3.1 shows diffractometer scans made of a LARC-CPI sample three films

thick in the reflection mode. Note the very strong peak at 20 = 3.52 degrees (Peak A).

This peak was also seen on the meridian in the previously reported two dimensional

fiber pattern at a similar 20 value [1]. It did not correlate with any of the previously

indexed peaks (in the literature [1] and the index based on the model discussed in

Chapter 4 of this work) created by reflections from the crystalline region of LARC-
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CPI. In fact, Peak A falls between the proposed 001 and 002 peak positions. It is

critical to note that this peak was not always observed in other reported one and two

dimensional scans of LARC-CPI [1, 3 and 4]. Neither Friler [3], nor Mullerleile, et al.,

[4] report a peak at this position. Teverovsky et al., [1] observed Peak A in zone

drawn samples. Thus the strong Peak A reflection seen in Figure 3.1a could not be

attributed to any of the proposed crystallographic planes, and was not consistently

observed in all x-ray experiments.

In order to investigate this curious result further, scans were made on one- and

three-film thick samples at different orientations in both transmission and reflection

modes. This was achieved by simply dismounting the specimens from the sample

holder, rotating them, and then remounting.

These scans showed that the only time the peak in question reappeared was

when the three film thick sample was scanned in reflection mode with the film in it its

original orientation as shown in Figure 3.1 c (a re-scan of the orientation used to obtain

the results shown in Figure 3. la). All transmission mode scans of three-film thick

samples, scans of one-film thick samples (regardless of the mode), and reflection scans

of three-film thick samples at different orientations (e.g. Figure 3. lb) failed to reveal

this unique reflection. Also, the intensity of the peak in the re-scan (Figure 3. lc) was

much lower than in the initial scan. Additionally, the magnitudes of the peaks

attributed by the molecular model to the crystalline region of LARC-CPI did not

change with the variations in specimen orientation, indicating the crystals were

isotropically arranged with respect to the film normal.

Thus it appeared that the structure that created this peak was either highly

dependent on the film orientation (with respect to an axis perpendicular to the film

surface), or radiation sensitive, or both. Since the magnitude of this peak changed with

orientation (or x-ray exposure time) while the magnitudes of reflections due to crystal
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planes did not, it also appeared that the structure that created this peak was

independent of the crystalline region of LARC-CPI. It must be emphasized that scans

of the specimen holder with no polymer, and the specimen holder with Duco cement

were also made, and this strange reflection was not observed. Hence the peak was not

an artifact due to experimental apparatus.

Additional support for this peak being attributed to some ordered structure in

the material arises from the fact that it was observed in a two dimensional scan

performed by a different experimentalist using zone drawn (not as-received) samples

[1]. Since the same reflection was observed in one and two dimensional scans under

totally different experimental and sample preparation techniques it is highly unlikely

that the peak is due to an artifact.

Based on the above results it was assumed that the unique peak was created by

some ordered structure in the material that was independent of the crystal unit cell.

The first issue that must be addressed is why this peak is not described by the model

that is presented in Chapter 4. As will be seen, the molecular mechanics based model

unit cell of LARC-CPI describes every discernible reflection from either the two

dimensional data or the diffractometer scans with excellent accuracy. However, the

molecular mechanics model failed to produce a reflection at the location of Peak A.

Although it possible that the model is in error, the strong agreement between simulated

and experimental data implies that this is highly unlikely.

The fact that Peak A was not observed in all scans of LARC-CPI, whereas all

of the peaks attributed to the crystal structure (which are accurately described by the

model) were always observed, implies that this peak was not part of the crystalline

region. Additionally, this peak is much more orientation and/or radiation sensitive than

the peaks attributed by the model to the crystalline region. This further supports the
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proposition that this peak is due to some ordered structure in the material that is

independent of the unit cell of the crystalline region.

Scans and immediate re-scans (without altering the specimen orientation) of

fresh LARC-CPI films (i.e. never exposed to x-radiation) were undertaken to explore

the x-ray sensitivity of this peak. Results of these experiments can be seen in Figure

3.2a (first scan) and Figure 3.2b (re-scan). From here it is quite apparent that the peak

is very radiation sensitive. After an exposure time of approximately one hour the peak

intensity dropped to an almost indiscernible level. Thus the structure that produced this

peak was quite radiation sensitive.

From the WAXS results discussed above it was seen that a unique peak existed

at a 20 value of approximately 3.52 degrees (d = 25.2A) that was also observed in

previous work [1]. This peak was very radiation and orientation sensitive. Radiation

sensitivity was explicitly observed in a scan/re-scan experiment. This sensitivity may

explain why the peak did not always occur in all x-ray experiments but at this stage the

possibility of orientation influence must also be considered as a factor that could

potentially affect the intensity of this peak. Since the unique peak is radiation sensitive

and all of the other peaks (that were indexed to crystallographic planes by the model in

Chapter 4) are not, it appears that this peak is caused by some ordered structure that is

independent of the unit cell.

3.3 SCAN RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to evaluate the effects of film orientation on the intensity of the strange

reflection observed in the above mentioned diffractometer experiments it was necessary

to conduct a series of [3 scans on films of various thickness. The peak at 3.52 degrees
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Figure 3.2a: Diffractometer scan of LARC-CPI at low 20 values.
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Figure 3.2b: Re-scan of specimen used in Figure 3.2a.
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was never seen in any of these scans. Thus it appeared that radiation sensitivity was the

dominant mechanism in the extinction of this peak. Although it is possible that there is

some orientation dependence (as observed in the previous section) it was never seen

here, probably because the peak disappeared while exposing the film to x-radiation

during the P scan.

During a 3 scan, 20 is stepped through increments and then the specimen is

continuously rotated through an angle of 180 degrees at each 20 step. Thus the

specimens are subject to very long x-ray exposure times that appear to extinguish the

peak before any orientation dependence can be observed. Ideally, one would have an

extremely accurate specimen holder and an abundance of samples so that at every 20

step a new specimen never exposed to radiation could be placed in the system thus

minimizing the exposure time. The specimen and sample holder requirements

necessary to perform this type of an analysis were beyond the scope of this project.

The main observation from these experiments is that the strange reflection in

question is radiation sensitive and could be affected by specimen orientation. It is

impossible to comment on the orientation effect due to radiation disrupting the ordered

structure (that caused the reflection) over time intervals shorter than the scan time

necessary to complete thorough f3 scans. Although the x-ray experiments provided

some information related to the behavior and origin of this peak, it still remained

necessary to investigate the actual structure that created this reflection.
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3.4 ANGLE RESOLVED X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON

SPECTROSCOPY (ARXPS) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The d-spacing of the unique reflection in question was approximately 25.2 A

(20 = 3.52 degrees). Results of molecular modeling have shown that the end-to-end

length of the diamine (BABB) that reacts with a dianhydride (BTDA) to form LARC-

CPI is 25.6 A [5]. Thus it is possible that free diamines or diamine terminated polymer

molecules are ordering at the film surface and creating the strange reflection that is not

described by the proposed crystal structure.

ARXPS was employed to monitor the percentage of total carbon in carbonyl

groups, ether and C-N bonds, or phenyl rings as a function of depth from the surface.

It is important to note that ARXPS measures these percentages as a function of total

material from the surface to the depth in question and not the percentage of carbon in

specific groups at a certain depth. The percentages are then an integrated value from

the surface to the probe depth.

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the results of ARXPS data taken from two different

locations on two different sides of a sample of solvent cast LARC-CPI. These two

figures plot the percentage of carbon in carbonyl groups versus depth for experimental

data. Lines are also drawn to indicate the calculated percentages of carbon in carbonyl

groups for the diamine, dianhydride and repeat unit based on stoichiometric

considerations.

After polymerization and curing has occurred it is expected that along with

polymer molecules there will be some unreacted diamine and dianhydride molecules left

in the system. Since the stoichiometric percentage of carbon in carbonyl groups is

different for each of the three possible structures (diamine = 6.25%, dianhydride =

29.41%, repeat unit = 14.29%) one may compare the experimental percentages with
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the stoichiometric values and determine which molecules are in abundance as a function

of depth.

The data in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 clearly show that there is an excess of diamine

molecules at both surfaces. The experimental data points (solid icons) fall very close to

the line that describes the percent of carbonyl groups in diamine molecule based on

stoichiometric considerations. If the experimental percent of carbon in carbonyls is

almost exactly, equivalent to the theoretical value then it appears that the surfaces are

heavily populated by either free (unreacted) diamines or by the tails of diamine

terminated polymer chains.

Two different spots on each side were examined and all four sets of data

agreed. Thus the ARXPS results strongly indicate the presence of excess diamine

molecules existing at the surface. It is interesting to note that this excess occurs on

both surfaces (not just at the free surface) of films prepared by solvent casting

techniques.

3.5 MYSTERY PEAK DISCUSSION

The above ARXPS results indicate that there is an excess diamine concentration

at both surfaces of the solvent cast films of LARC-CPI. This is clearly evident when

comparing the experimental and stoichiometrically determined values for the

percentages of carbon in carbonyl groups as a function of specimen depth. This

concentration could be due to either diamines or diamine terminated polymer chains.

Support for the existence of free diamines has be offered by Dr. Terry St. Clair [6] who

stated that there is usually an excess amount of diamine that does not react during the

polymerization of LARC-CPI.
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Molecular mechanics modeling revealed that the end-to-end length of a

minimized BABB molecule (the diamine molecule that participates in the formation of

LARC-CPI) was 25.6 A. The d-spacing of the mystery peak was observed to be

approximately 25.2 A (20 = 3.52 degrees).

The coincidence of the end-to-end length of a free diamine molecule with the

characteristic spacing between the planes of atoms in the structure that cause the

mystery peak implies that the diamines are somehow ordering. Since a free diamine is

terminated at both ends by nitrogen atoms, aligned free diamines would produce a

series of planes of nitrogen atoms that would strongly diffract x-ray photons.

For regions of ordered diamines to form there must be an excess of diamines.

ARXPS results and the above mentioned excess diamine concentration after

polymerization shows that this is the case. Although an excess of diamines does not

guarantee that the diamine regions will order, it is a necessary (but not sufficient)

condition if regions of highly ordered diamine molecules are to exist. Thus the ARXPS

and molecular mechanics results support the premise that ordered diamines are

producing the reflection at 25.2 A (20 = 3.52 degrees).

The WAXS and 0 scan results clearly indicate that the reflection at 25.2 A (20

= 3.52 degrees) is very radiation sensitive and is not part of the crystal unit cell of

LARC-CPI. This was seen through scan and re-scan experiments that showed this

peak decaying in intensity as a function of x-ray exposure time while the peaks that

where attributed by the model (discussed in Chapter 4) to the crystallographic planes of

the proposed unit cell where not discernibly effected by x-radiation.

Ordered diamines would not be part of the unit cell thus would not create a

peak that the model (based solely on the unit cell) would describe. Hence the concept

of diamines ordering could also explain the fact that the structure is not part of the

proposed crystal system.
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Careful scans of blank specimen holders, cement and other equipment showed

that this mystery peak was not an artifact caused by the experimental apparatus. The

fact that Teverovsky [1] saw this reflection on two dimensional fiber scans further

reinforces the concept that this peak is not an artifact. Thus the potential for the peak

being caused by some type of experimental anomaly is virtually eliminated.

At this point the proposition of ordered diamines occurring at the surface

appeared fairly reasonable. It is supported by the ARXPS data that clearly showed that

at the surface of solvent cast films the material was saturated with diamines or diamine

terminated polymer chains. The concept of excess diamines existing has also been

independently observed elsewhere [6]. Also, the fact that the end-to-end length of a

free diamine is approximately the same as the required spacing between planes of atoms

in the structure that created the unique peak lends more support to this concept.

Additionally, the fact that free diamines are terminated at both ends with nitrogen

atoms, that are strong diffractors of photons, further reinforces this free diamine idea.

Finally, the free diamine concept would explain why the peak was not described by the

proposed crystal model since ordered diamines would not be part of the unit cell.

If one assumes that ordered diamines are bonded only by weak secondary

forces (Van der Waals forces) then it is possible that any addition of energy to the

structure could cause a partial or total break down of the ordered system. Thus the

energy added to the proposed ordered free diamines via photons during x-ray

experiments could potentially disrupt the structure. As more energy is added (longer

exposure times to x-radiation) one would expect the weakly ordered structure to

deteriorate. This is what was observed experimentally when the intensity of the unique

peak decreased as x-radiation exposure time was increased. So the free diamine

concept can help explain the radiation sensitivity of the peak as well.
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It is important to note that ARXPS experiments showed a high diamine

concentration on both surfaces of a film of solvent cast LARC-CPI. If a material is

solvent cast then solvent escapes the system by evaporation from the free surface.

Hence during solvent removal there should be a concentration gradient of solvent from

the side of the film in contact with the casting substrate to the free side. If free

diamines were present then one would expect them to be carried by the diffusing

solvent to the free surface. Then it would also be expected that the diamine

concentration would be high on only one side of a film. But here it was observed that

the diamine concentration was high on both surfaces. Thus it appeared that diamines

carried by diffusing solvent is not the mechanism that produced the high diamine

concentration on both surfaces observed here.

Previous experimentalists have noted that there is a stoichiometric excess of

diamines in the mixture of diamines and dianhydride present prior to the polymerization

of LARC-CPI [6]. Due to this imbalance there is an excess of free diamines in the

system at the end of the synthesis procedure. It is quite apparent that LARC-CPI

chains are highly attracted to each other as indicated by the fact that LARC-CPI is

capable of crystallizing. Thus chain-chain interaction is quite favorable and the

cohesive energy density of a chain in a crystal is quite high.

Consider the excess diamines in the system prior to drying (to remove the actual

solvent) but after complete imidization has occurred to be part of the solvent. This is

reasonable as the actual solvent was a good solvent for the free diamines and

dianhydrides prior to polymerization. After LARC-CPI macromolecules have been

formed the solvent should continue to be a good solvent for free diamines. Because

this solvent system does not dissolve LARC-CPI macromolecules it is possible that the

Flory Huggins interaction parameter (X) [7] for diamine-polymer segment interaction is

quite high. Then the diamines in the actual solvent are not a good solvent for the
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polymer segments and are not attracted to polymer chains and the polymer chains are

more attracted to themselves than to solvent or free diamine molecules. Since LARC-

CPI crystallizes, a solvent would have to be excellent (X of approximately 0) to actually

separate the polymer chains due to their high cohesive energy density.

If a polymer is placed in a system with a bad solvent the polymer tends to

exclude the solvent from itself In other words, the polymer chains have a stronger

desire to be near each other than near the solvent molecules. Thus the solvent would

be pushed out of the polymer regions. If the diamines mixed in with the actual solvent

were repelled by the polymer then they would be pushed to the surfaces of the films as

the polymer chains continued to attract each other. If this repulsion of solvent occurs

prior to evaporation then there would be an excess of diamines at both surfaces. This

process assumes that regions of high polymer concentration continue to coalesce and

repel the solvent and diamine mixture.

It is important to point out that the above mechanism is based on the

assumption that the solvent is a good solvent for the excess diamine but is a poor

solvent for the polymer. Thus the polymer chains repel the solvent and want to get

close to each other. The free diamines, having a favorable interaction parameter with

respect to the solvent, stay with the solvent and are driven to the surfaces away from

the polymer chains.

It was previously mentioned that diamine terminated chains could also be part

of this surface order. A diamine terminated chain is fitted with a diamine that is not

free but is much more mobile than a diamine that occupies a non-terminal position in a

chain. Thus the end diamines could be partially attracted to the solvent and participate

in the surface ordering effect.

It must be emphasized that these arguments are only proposed concepts. In

depth investigations of polymer segment, actual solvent, and free diamine interactions
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would be necessary to validate this mechanism. It is only a possible mechanism to

account for the free diamines existing at both surfaces and not just at the free surface

of solvent cast films.

The free diamine concept is offered as an explanation for the unique peak, its x-

ray sensitivity, its failure to be described by the unit cell model, its d-spacing coinciding

with the end-to-end length of a free diamine and the excess diamine concentration at

both surfaces of films of solvent cast LARC-CPI. The mechanism of polymer-polymer

attraction favored over polymer-solvent or polymer-free diamine attractions is very

speculative and only offered as a possible reason for the occurrence of high diamine

concentrations at both surfaces.
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CHAPTER 4

MOLECULAR MODELING

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The molecular modeling portion of this work is presented in this section.

Commercially available software was employed to generate the conformation of the

most probable repeat unit and also to develop a model of the proposed unit cell of the

crystal region of LARC-CPI. Models were evaluated based on energetic

considerations and by comparison of simulated and experimentally obtained data.

4.2 TECHNIQUE

CERIJSTMand POLYGRAF M , two commercially available software packages

produced and distributed by Molecular Simulations Incorporated were employed for all

phases of molecular modeling. Software was loaded onto a Silicon Graphics Iris

Indigo fitted with an advanced graphics card and additional random access memory to

allow for fast real time manipulation of molecules and diffraction patterns. Molecular

mechanics techniques were utilized for all minimizations and crystal packings.

Molecular mechanics was the method of choice due to rapid solution times, an

excellent force field, and good agreement between model results and experimental data.

Although molecular mechanics tends to oversimplify some aspects of atomic

interactions, the results of the simulations performed here do not appear to be adversely
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affected. In fact, the model predictions correlate well with experimentally obtained

one and two dimensional wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) and crystal density data.

The software packages employ the Dreiding II force field and its associated

atomic interaction potential parameters. Molecular chain energy due to bond

deformation Eb, bond angle bending E 0, and bond torsion E,, combined with atomic

interactions that produce Coulombic and Van der Waals energies were considered

when calculating overall system energies. 0, and the bond length variable R are

defined in Figure 4.1. These variables will be used in subsequent equations presented

in this section. An example of a typical bond deformation energy term is [ 1 ]:

Eb = kb(R - Ro ) (4.1)
2

where Ro is the equilibrium bond length, R is the actual (or deformed) bond length and

kb is a force field bond deformation constant. A similar expression is employed to

obtain the energy due to bond angle bending [1].

1
Ee = Ike(0-_0)2 (4.2)

2

Here 0 and 00 are the deformed and equilibrium bond angle values, respectively. Note

that again a constant (k0 ) is used to relate the second power of deformation to energy.

Thus Equations 4.1 and 4.2 model their respective deformations as simple Hookian

spring systems where the energy required to produce a deformation is proportional to

the square of a change in some characteristic length.

The bond torsion energy expression [1] employs actual energy barrier values

that must be overcome during torsional deformation.
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Figure 4.1: Molecular modeling term definitions.
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P 1

E, =E k'[l-dcos(n)] (4.3)
n=l

This expression attempts to describe the rotational isomeric states (RIS) of a given

bond quantitatively. Here p is the periodicity of the energy barrier and k, n the

torsional force field constant that is set to the maximum barrier energy for the nth

periodic peak (or well). d is a constant that is set to either +1 or -1 and is employed to

fix planar trans or cis as the minimum barrier value. By varying the value of k,,n for

different n it is possible to prescribe different energy values to different torsional

positions. Thus the force field can describe the actual variations in torsion energy with

torsion angle, and accurately model the resistance to rotation as a function of angular

position.

Force field constants (kb, ke, and k,n) are obtained from spectroscopy

techniques, quantum chemistry considerations and also through comparison of model

results and actual experimental data. A detailed discussion of this force field can be

found in the literature [2]. The Dreiding II force field parameters have been employed

extensively and describe a wide range of atomic configurations quite well [2-19].

A typical expression for Coulombic interaction energy is [1]:

Ec = CO Q (4.4)Ec:-Coy CQj
i>j g Rij

Qi and Qj are the partial charges on the two atoms in question, s is the dielectric

constant of the medium and Rij is the distance between the atoms.
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Van der Waals interaction energies are obtained from a Leonard Jones type

potential similar to [1]:

Evdw = -6- Do[( ) 2( I] (4.5).
is the maximum finite bond energy, R is the actual bond length and R is the bond

Do is the maximum finite bond energy, R is the actual bond length and Ro is the bond

length at which the bond energy is at its finite maximum.

The partial charges (Qi and Qj) employed in the Coulombic energy calculations

were obtained via the charge equilibration method developed by Rappe and Goddard

[20]. This is the method of choice due to the fact that charge equilibration considers

both atomic and geometric contributions to the overall charge distribution. Thus both

intrachain and interchain atoms are considered when determining partial charges on all

members of the system.

Energy minimization was performed using standard conjugate gradient and

modified Newton methods. Minimizations were carried out to determine chain

conformations, optimum unit cell lattice parameters, unit cell symmetries and relative

chain translations and rotations within the model unit cell.

4.3 PRELIMINARY MODEL PROCEDURE

The primary goal of this portion of the modeling procedure was to determine

the type of unit cell (orthorhombic or base centered orthorhombic) and the actual unit

cell symmetry. Previously reported preliminary lattice parameters for LARC-CPI [21,

22] of a = 8.0 A and b = 5.9 A were assumed as a starting point. The c lattice
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parameter was always set to the unit cell repeat unit length. Models were evaluated by

comparing simulated one and two dimensional x-ray diffraction patterns to actual

experimental data, post minimization model cell energies, and also by comparing model

crystal densities to experimental values [23]. The technique of evaluating a model via

comparison to experimental x-ray data has been employed previously and yielded

excellent results [5]. In this stage the unit cell repeat unit, a and b lattice parameters,

unit cell type and model symmetry were systematically altered and the changes caused

by these variations were evaluated.

Figure 4.2 is a previously reported [21] two dimensional experimental

diffraction pattern of zone drawn LARC-CPI. The experimental technique as well as

detailed discussions regarding the zone drawing procedure can be found elsewhere [21,

22]. Figure 4.3 is an experimental diffractometer scan performed as part of this work

that was discussed in Chapter 1. Both of these scans were used as benchmarks to

evaluate every model generated throughout the course of this project. Additionally,

comparisons of model and previously reported diffractometer results [23] of samples

prepared via an NMP solvating process where also undertaken.

For the preliminary modeling section a LARC-CPI monomer was constructed

using the sketcher module of CERIUSTM. A rapid minimization was performed via the

clean up option in the sketcher module to correct bond lengths and to approximate

bond angles and torsions. It must be emphasized that this is not a true minimization, it

is merely a first step to correct any gross geometrical errors created while freehand

sketching a molecule with a mouse.

Partial charges where calculated using the Rappe Goddard method [20]

discussed above. All minimizations performed in this work consider partial charges as

in some cases they are significant contributors to the energy of the system thus in some

instances profoundly affect the final chain conformation and unit cell parameters. It is
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Figure 4.2: Experimental fiber pattern of zone drawn LARC-CPI [21].
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Figure 4.3: Diffractometer scan of LARC-CPI.
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important to note that the same partial charge computation technique is employed

throughout this work to assure that the charge determination technique is not

introducing additional variables into an already complex system. One of the criteria

employed when evaluating models is the post minimization unit cell or chain energy,

hence it is imperative that exactly the same parameters are used during each packing

and minimization. The monomer was then minimized via molecular mechanics and

was subsequently added to the CERIUSTM monomer library. The reason for adding the

monomer to the software library was to allow for rapid construction of oligomers for

the next step in this stage.

Since the monomer described above was minimized with no constraints on its

free ends it was not a good representation of an actual repeat unit of LARC-CPI that

would be found in a macromolecule. For clarity in discussion let the repeat unit that

composes a polymer be referred to as the "polymer repeat unit" and the repeat unit that

is incorporated in a unit cell be referred to as the "unit cell repeat unit". Actual repeat

units have neighboring units attached to both ends that hinder mobility and in some

cases severely restrict chain motion. To obtain a more physically realistic model repeat

unit a trimer was created based on the previously discussed monomer. This trimer was

then minimized to reduce the effects of free ends on the conformation of the center

repeat unit. The center polymer repeat unit was then extracted from the trimer and

saved as the unit to be employed when constructing preliminary model crystals. This

segment can 'be seen in Figure 4.4. Model unit cell repeat units were not always

equivalent to one polymer repeat unit. Multiple polymer repeat units comprising one

unit cell repeat unit were also considered and will be discussed later in this section.

The selected model repeat units were then placed in orthorhombic and base

centered orthorhombic crystals. Symmetry operations allowed for chain translation in

three directions and rotations about three orthogonal axes. Thus any potential packing
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Figure 4.4: Preliminary model repeat unit.
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arrangement could be constructed within a selected unit cell type based on the

prescribed a and b lattice parameters.

The average charge on a unit cell was set to zero so that the crystal (not the

individual chains packed in the cell) was neutral. A molecular mechanics minimization

was then performed. The Dreiding II force field was employed to determine Van der

Waals and Coulombic energies of the system as chains were free to rotate about their

own z axes during the minimization procedure. The z axis of a chain is the component

of a local coordinate system that is in the same direction as the c axis of the unit cell

being evaluated. It is important to note that one must be quite judicious in selecting the

parameters that are allowed to vary during a minimization. Periodic boundary

conditions were incorporated in the minimization to account for the effects of

neighboring chains in adjacent unit cells. Conectivity in the c direction was imposed to

assure that chains continue from one cell to the next in the c direction. Thus a model

polymer molecule, like a real polymer molecule, can exist in many different unit cells.

Unit cell energies and crystal densities were obtained after the minimizations

were completed. Two dimensional fiber type patterns and one dimensional powder

(diffractometer) patterns were then simulated.

4.4 PRELIMINARY MODEL DISCUSSION

Many symmetries, unit cell types and model repeat units were simulated and

evaluated. An initial evaluation based on energy considerations showed that the model

unit cell repeat unit should be composed of only 1 polymer repeat unit. If a unit cell

repeat unit is longer than 1 polymer repeat unit (for example 2 polymer repeat units in

length) it became impossible to pack up the cell without the occurrence of bad
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contacts. A bad contact is defined as any configuration that causes the Van der Waals

radii of two atoms to overlap thus driving the unit cell energy to an infinite value.

Many attempts were made at varying the initial setting angles and chain translations as

well as perturbating the cell geometries after unsuccessful minimizations. In all cases

the unit cell energy remained infinite thus the unit cell repeat unit was selected to be the

same as one polymer repeat unit. Although it is not always the case, for this system it

appeared that equating the polymer and unit cell repeat units was necessary in order to

proceed with the crystal structure determination process via molecular mechanics

techniques.

Density considerations eliminated orthorhombic systems. Model densities for

orthorhombic systems were quite low (approximately 0.75 g/cc) and were deemed

unrealistic. Base centered orthorhombic systems yielded a model density of

approximately 1.5 g/cc which is in excellent agreement with the previously reported

value for the crystal density of LARC-CPI of 1.507g/cc [23].

After eliminating orthorhombic unit cells and multiple polymer repeat units

comprising one unit cell repeat unit, the a and b lattice parameters and unit cell

symmetries were incrementally varied. Thus many minimizations were performed on

cells of different initial symmetries and lattice parameters. By comparing simulated and

experimentally obtained diffraction results a first stage model unit cell was obtained.

This model had lattice parameters of a = 8.4 A, b = 6.0 A and c = 34.616 A. The

symmetry was -x+1/2, y+1/2 and -z+2/3 where x, y and z are axes in the same

directions as the a, b and c lattice parameters of the unit cell. The model density was

approximately 1.5 g/cc and the unit cell type was base centered orthorhombic which

describes a structure that has two chains per unit cell (1/4 at each corner and one in the

center).
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Various projections of this crystal system are shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7.

The simulated one dimensional diffraction pattern (Figure 4.8) and two dimensional

pattern (Figure 4.9) correlated fairly well with experimental data. Figure 4.10 is a

simple simulated two dimensional pattern where each reflection due to an individual

plane is represented as a filled circle. The relative intensity of each plane is

proportional to the diameter of the circle. In all of the simulated patterns 20max was

set to 30 degrees to enhance resolution of pertinent peaks and reflections.

There was good agreement with respect to peak and reflection positions with a

consistent discrepancy occurring among all reflections that contained a non-zero I (hkl)

term. Also, it appeared that the b parameter was too big thus over estimating d

spacings that contained non-zero k terms. The largest concern was deviations between

simulated and experimental relative intensity distributions which were quite noticeable

when comparing the one dimensional diffractometer type patterns. For example, the

model predicted that the strongest reflection would be the one due to 200 planes (20 =

29.78 degrees in Figure 4.8) whereas the experimental results indicate that the

dominant reflection is due to contributions from 111 planes (20 = 18.4 degrees in

Figure 4.3). Thus the preliminary model was adequate for predicting peak positions

but was not acceptable for describing the relative intensity distribution.

Attempts were made to allow the a and b lattice parameters to vary

simultaneously with chain rotation about their z axes during minimization. Although

this led to very low cell energies, the densities dropped to unrealistically low values.

This was due to the lattice parameters constantly increasing to separate the chains as

far as possible in order to decrease the intermolecular forces between adjacent chains in

the unit cell. A similar result occurred when only one lattice parameter was allowed to

freely change during minimization. Thus one must be extremely cautious when

selecting the structural parameters that are free to change during a minimization. Since
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Figure 4.6: Preliminary model unit cell b-c projection.
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Figure 4.7: Preliminary model unit cell a-c projection.
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Figure 4.8: Preliminary model simulated powder pattern.
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Figure 4.9: Preliminary model simulated realistic fiber pattern (20max = 30 degrees).
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the programmed logic of the minimization routine is to continue changes in directions

that minimize energies, it is expected that if the system is free to expand to an infinite

volume to minimize chain interactions, it will.

Additionally, LARC-CPI and NEW-TPI (another novel thermoplastic

polyimide) have some similar bonds. Attempts were made at setting the applicable

LARC-CPI bond angles to values reported in the literature for NEW-TPI [24].

Comparison of simulated and experimental x-ray results showed that the repeat unit

end-to-end length was too small as indicated by large discrepancies in 001 reflections.

Thus the preliminary model was retained as the first cut estimate for the crystal

structure of L.ARC-CPI.

Although the preliminary model was poor in describing relative intensity

distributions it did produce the unit cell type (base centered orthorhombic), number of

polymer repeat units in a unit cell repeat unit (one), and approximate symmetry

conditions. Also, the preliminary model provided some insight as to what type of

modifications must be made to the lattice parameters, unit cell repeat unit

conformation, and chain setting angles and relative translations.

4.5 FINAL MODEL PROCEDURE

All of the modeling employed in determining the preliminary unit cell described

above was performed using CERIUSTM. Although this package contains many

excellent features, it does not posses the capability of performing any type of

automated conformational search. Without investigating other potential repeat unit

conformations, a model chain could be trapped in a local minima and not be

representative of the actual conformations that exist for the polymer in question. Thus
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the proposed preliminary crystal system could be based on a physically unlikely unit cell

repeat unit conformation. Since the c lattice parameter is equal to the length of the unit

cell repeat unit: and the preliminary model c parameter underestimated the actual value,

it appeared necessary to investigate potential chain conformations in greater detail.

Although molecular dynamics methods explore chain conformations in a

continuous manner this technique was not employed for three reasons. First, molecular

dynamics runs take an incredible amount of time to simulate a few picoseconds of

molecular motion. Since a work station was employed it was unrealistic to attempt

such long term simulations due to computational limitations. Second, if a chain is

trapped in a local minimum it is possible that the net energy provided to the system to

maintain the dynamic simulation velocity would not be large enough to perturbate the

chain out of the local minimum conformation. Thus molecular dynamics is quite

sensitive to the initial conformation of the chain to be evaluated. Third, there is the risk

of prescribing too much energy to the system thus providing the chain too much

mobility allowing exploration of physically unrealistic conformations.

Utilizing a grid type search was also considered to explore conformations. This

technique systematically rotates each individual main chain bond in a model oligomer

incrementally and performs a minimization at each step. By evaluating the chain

energies of many conformations it is possible to obtain a minimum energy chain

conformation and an energetically weighted statistical conformation distribution. This

requires very small rotation increments and a complete minimization after each step.

Unfortunately, LARC-CPI has many rotatable bonds in a repeat unit. Since it is

necessary to minimize free end effects (as previously discussed) it is necessary to

evaluate an oligomer and not a repeat unit. Thus the amount of CPU time necessary to

perform a thorough grid search on a even a small oligomer (such as a pentamer) is

prohibitive.
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Because dynamics and grid searches were ruled out due to their excessive

computational requirements, a Monte Carlo conformational search technique was

employed to explore potential LARC-CPI conformations. All Monte Carlo searches

were performed in POLYGRAFTM, another Molecular Simulations Incorporated

package. A Monte Carlo search scrambles an oligomer by randomly rotating the

backbone bonds and then performs a minimization and saves the energy and the

structure of the oligomer. This method allows one to generate many conformations

and their corresponding energies in a reasonable amount of time. During each run the

initial molecule is always randomly placed in a different conformation prior to

minimization hence the risk of being trapped in a minimum during the entire search

procedure is virtually eliminated. By executing many runs, a statistically based most

probable repeat unit can be generated. Repeat units are evaluated based on both

energetic and geometric considerations.

The repeat unit employed in determining the preliminary model was exported

from CERIUSTM into POLYGRAFTM for Monte Carlo evaluation. The repeat unit was

polymerized to a 5 unit oligomer (pentamer) to minimize free end effects on the center

segment. The oligomer bonds were randomly set to starting positions and then a 100

step molecular mechanics minimization (using the same force field and parameters

previously described) was executed. After the 100 step minimization was completed

the process was started again. Over 200 possible pentamer conformations and their

respective energies were generated and evaluated.

Energy and end-to-end length evaluations yielded a most probable repeat unit.

The center unit of the most probable pentamer was harvested and exported back to

CERIUSTM. The end-to-end length of the most probable repeat unit was found to be

35.7 + 0. A which is quite close to the experimentally estimated c lattice parameter

value of 36.6 + 3 A [21].
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The most probable repeat unit was subsequently packed and minimized in

exactly the same manner employed to determine the preliminary model. Various initial

chain setting angles (rotations about the chain z axis), chain translations, and initial a

and b lattice parameters were employed. Powder and fiber patterns were again

simulated and compared with experimental data. The most probable unit cell was

selected based on agreement with experimental x-ray and density data as well as final

unit cell energy.

The simulated one and two dimensional diffraction patterns (2 0 max = 30

degrees) for the model at this stage can be seen in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, respectively.

Again, the positions of peaks and reflections agreed well but there were still some

discrepancies between model and experimental relative intensity distributions.

To refine the model further, chains were incrementally rotated about, and

translated in, the z direction while maintaining the prescribed unit cell parameters.

Intensity distributions at each step were evaluated and the most probable distributions

were then minimized. During these minimizations the chains were allowed to rotate

about the z axis and translate in the z direction. This additional freedom was allowed

to obtain a more refined final cell packing since additional potential conformations

could be explored and higher barriers to motion could be overcome during

minimization due to enhanced mobility. Again, cell symmetry was maintained. The

final model had lattice parameters of a = 8.0 A, b = 6.0 A and c = 35.7 A (within + 0.1

A) with -x + 1/2, y + 1/2, -z + 2/3 symmetry. The final density was 1.525 g/cc. This

model was in excellent agreement with experimental data with respect to both

reflection and peak positions as well as the relative intensity distribution.

As a final check, the a and b lattice parameters were incrementally varied,

subsequent minimizations were undertaken and x-ray patterns simulated. No results

were obtained that were an improvement on the above described model.
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Crystallite sizes were then modified to provide a final refinement of the relative

intensity distribution and to approximate the broadening of one dimensional peaks and

two dimensional arcs. Crystallite sizes were modeled as a = 100 A, lb = 500 A and lc

= 72 A which favors crystal growth in the b direction.

4.6 FINAL MODEL DISCUSSION

Figure 4.13 shows the most probable repeat unit obtained from the Monte

Carlo search procedure. Various views of the final model unit cell are show in Figures

4.14 - 4.18. The symmetry of -x + 1/2, y + 1/2 ,-z +2/3 creates a center chain by

translating and rotating the corner chain. Translations occur in the x, y, and z

directions (a, b, and c lattice directions). Rotation occurs about the x and z axes.

Physically, this results in a center chain that is rotated 180 degrees with respect to the x

axis (a negative mirror) and runs in the opposite direction with respect to the z axis.

The center chain is also shifted 2/3 of a c spacing in the z direction.

This symmetry attempts to model a chain that exits and re-enters the crystal due

to folding. If the same chain exits, folds and re-enters the crystal it will be running in

the opposite direction. The 2/3 c space shift attempts to approximate the shift in

relative chain positions due to the fold. This does not imply that the contour length of

a fold is 2/3 of a c spacing. The contour length of a fold according to this symmetry is

assumed to be (2/3 + n)c where n is any positive integer. Note that these are only

proposed explanations and that the actual chain folding physics in LARC-CPI needs

further investigation that is beyond the scope of this work. But it must be noted again

that the structure created employing this unit cell symmetry is in excellent agreement

with experimental observations.
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Figure 4.13: Final model repeat unit.
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Figure 4.14: Final model unit cell a-b projection.
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Figure 4.15: Final model unit cell a-c projection.
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Figure 4.16: Final model unit cell b-c projection.
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Figure 4.17: Final model multiple unit cells.
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Figure 4.18: Final model unit cell.
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Recall that Figure 4.2 is an experimental two dimensional fiber pattern of zone

drawn LARC-CPI previously reported [21]. Figure 4.19 is a simulated fiber pattern

based on the model (20 maximum = 50 degrees). The model has been slightly oriented

to enhance reflections and to approximate the orientation induced in the experimental

specimen due to zone drawing. Figure 4.20 is the same as Figure 4.19 with 20

maximum = 30 degrees to highlight low angle reflections produced by the model.

Figure 4.21 shows the first quadrant of a simple two dimensional pattern of the model

where arcs are again represented as filled circles whose intensities are related to the

diameter of the circle (larger diameters imply stronger reflections). Table 4.1 contains

a numerical summary of data obtained from the patterns shown in Figures 4.2, 4.19,

4.20, and 4.21. Both the experimentally determined [21] and model Miller indices of

the plane or planes that produce each reflection along with the corresponding 20 values

and d-spacings are shown. For clarity, let 2 m denote model values and 2 0 e denote

experimentally determined data. When a reflection is attributed by the model to

multiple planes the strongest contributor is underlined.

From Table 4.1 and Figures 4.2, 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 it can be seen that the

model describes the positions of the two dimensional reflections and the relative

intensity distribution quite well. Thus the model is accurate with respect to both

location and relative magnitude when compared with experimental data.

By manipulating the model it is possible to vary the crystal orientation

distribution from isotropic to fully oriented. Thus it is possible to prescribe an

orientation distribution and simulate a diffraction pattern. By over-orienting a system,

reflections due to multiple planes can be deconvoluted into their respective individual

planes. Also, through over-orientation of the model it is possible to observe the

relative contributions of each plane to the overall observed intensity of an arc due to

multiple plane reflections. By applying this technique to the model of LARC-CPI it
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Figure 4.19: Final model simulated realistic fiber pattern (20max = 50 degrees).
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Figure 4.20: Final model simulated realistic fiber pattern (20max = 30 degrees).
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Table 4. 1: Model and experimental fiber pattern data
for LARC-CPI at X = 1.541 A.

(m subscript denotes model, e subscript denotes experimental data)

hkle 2 0 e de hklm 2 0 m* dm*

(degrees) (A) (degrees) (A)

001 2.4 + 0.2 36.6 + 3 001 2.5 35.69

002 4.9 + 0.2 18.0 + 0.8 002 5.0 17.85

003 7.4 + 0.3 11.9 + 0.5 003 7.4 11.90

004 9.5 + 0.3 9.3 + 0.3 004 9.9 8.92

005 12.4 + 0.3 7.1 + 0.2 005 12.4 7.14

006 14.5 + 0.3 6.1 + 0.1 006 14.9 5.95

007 16.8 + 0.3 5.3 + 0.1 007 17.4 5.10

008 19.2 + 0.3 4.6 + 0.1 008 19.9 4.46

00 10 24.3 + 0.3 3.66 + 0.06 00 10 24.9 3.57

010 15.0 + 0.3 5.9+0.1 011 15.0 5.92

012 15.6 5.69

013 16.5 5.36

110 18.5+0.3 4.8+0.1 110 18.5 4.80

111 18.7 4.76

112 19.1 4.64

200 22.1 + 0.3 4.02 + 0.07 200 22.2 4.00

201 22.4 3.97
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Table 4.1: Continued

hkle 2 0 e de hklm 20m* dm*

(degrees) (A) (degrees) (A)

210 27.1 + 0.3 3.29 + 0.05 210 26.8 3.33

211 26.9 .3.31

212 27.3 3.27

213 27.8 3.21

214 28.6 3.12

215 29.6 3.02

020 29.9 + 0.7 2.98 + 0.07 020 29.8 3.00

021 29.9 2.99

220 36.7 + 0.3 2.45 + 0.02 310 36.9 2.44

311 37.0 2.43

312 37.2 2.41

124 32.7 + 0.3 2.74 + 0.03 025 32.4 2.77

124 33.4 2.68

216 29.7 + 0.3 3.00 + 0.03 216 30.8 2.90

011 15.2 + 0.4 5.8 + 0.2 011 15.0 5.92

012 15.6 5.69

117 24.9 + 0.3 3.57 + 0.04 117 25.5 3.49

*2 0m and d m based on model lattice parameters that are + 0. 1A
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was observed that some of the experimental peaks originally attributed to single planes

[21 ] were actually due to multiple plane contributions.

For example, in the original experimental analysis [21] the 010 plane was

believed to be the sole contributor to a reflection. Subsequent molecular modeling and

manipulation of the crystal orientation distribution revealed that this reflection was in

fact due to the 013, 012 and 011 planes with the 012 plane contributing a large portion

of the intensity. The model also indicated that the 010 plane never caused a discernible

reflection. The reflections originally attributed to the 110 and 200 planes were also due

to multiple contributions. The 110 reflection was determined by the model to be due to

contributions from the 110, 111 and 112 planes with the 111 plane contributing the

strongest to the intensity. The 200 reflection was actually due to the 200 and 201

planes with the 200 contributing more toward the observed intensity.

The experimentally obtained 210 reflection was attributed by the model to the

210, 211, 212, 213, 214 and 215 planes with the 212 plane contributing most. The

reflection first assigned to the 020 plane was predicted to be due to the 020 and 021

with 021 being the strongest intensity contributor.

The reflection observed at 20 = 36.7 + 0.3 degrees was initially believed to be

due to the 220 plane. Modeling revealed that this arc was actually due to contributions

from the 310, 311 and 312 planes with 312 plane contributions to the relative intensity

being the largest. The experimentally indexed 124 arc was seen to be due to the 025

and 124 planes with 025 intensity contribution dominating.

The original analysis assumed that the 011 plane and 010 plane created different

arcs. Modeling revealed that this was not the case and that the 010 plane did not create

a reflection and that the two observed arcs were both due to multiple contributions

from the 01 1 and 012 planes.
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Both the model and experimental data agreed that the 001 planes and the 117

and 216 planes all created distinct arcs by themselves. Thus 001, 117 and 216

reflections are pure (only due to one plane).

Note that the experimentally determined values for the 010, 200, 210, 020 and

220 planes were made assuming that these reflections occurred on the equator. The

model revealed that the major contributor to each of these reflections (with the

exception of the one originally prescribed to the 200 plane) was not equatorial (i.e.

planes that have a non-zero I Miller index). This partially accounts for the

discrepancies between the model and experimental 20 values.

These results highlight the ability of this modeling technique to index a potential

crystal system with a great degree of accuracy. Many polymers (due to physical

limitations) can not be oriented enough to allow for all of the arcs to be resolved into

their corresponding planes. Additionally, it is extremely difficult experimentally to

measure the exact position of a reflection. Thus it is impossible to index all of the

reflections that are due to multiple plane contributions by experimental methods

accurately. It is crucial to note that the model describes experimental data. The model

can not predict results due to experimental error such as miss aligned specimens

causing arc broadening in a fiber pattern.

Molecular modeling techniques allows for the increase and decrease of

orientation to first broaden arcs so that they correlate well with experimental data, and

then increase orientation to allow for the resolution of each arc into its contributing

planes. Additionally, the simple pattern (Figure 4.21) provides an efficient tool for

indexing experimental data since this pattern displays the reflection of each plane as a

spot that is scaled by relative intensity and assumes perfect orientation.

Another advantage of varying the orientation pertains to an ability to describe

processing effects. By varying the orientation distribution, simulating diffraction
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patterns and comparing model and experimental results, the model can be employed to

describe the orientation of a system. Thus the effects of a process like zone drawing on

the microstructure of a material can be evaluated in a qualitative sense.

To summarize, from Table 4.1 and Figures 4.2, 4.19, 4.20, and 4.21 it can be

seen that the model describes two dimensional diffraction patterns of LARC-CPI quite

well with respect to both reflection position and relative intensity. Additionally, the

model was able to deconvolute reflections due to multiple plane contributions into the

individual planes and also provide the relative contribution of each plane to the overall

reflection intensity.

Although the model described two dimensional data well, it was deemed

necessary to also apply the model to one dimensional patterns as well. This is due to

the fact that relative intensity distributions are much more apparent on diffractometer

scans than on fiber patterns using film recording. Evaluation of previous results of

modeling NEW-TPI [24] have shown that when employing only two dimensional data

one can obtain excellent reflection position agreement but have some discrepancies

with respect to the relative intensity distribution. Since chain setting angles greatly

alter the relative intensity distribution, comparison of experimental and model

diffractometer patterns is essential to validate the model further.

Figure 4.3 is an experimental one dimensional x-ray diffraction pattern of as-

received solvent cast LARC-CPI previously described in this work. The silicon peaks

in this pattern were only in error by approximately 0.06 degrees 20 and all peak

locations were corrected accordingly. Numbers that appear over selected peaks are for

discussion purposes. The simulated diffraction pattern created by the previously

discussed methods can be seen in Figure 4.22. Table 4.2 contains peak reference

numbers, proposed Miller indices and 20 values for both model (2 0m) and experimental
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Table 4.2: Model and experimental diffractometer scattering angle and d-spacing
for Figures 4.22 and 4.3 for LARC-CPI at X = 1.541 A.

(m subscript denotes model, e subscript denotes experimental data)

*2 0 m and dm based on model lattice parameters that are + 0.1 A

100

Peak hkl 2 0e de 2 0m* dm*

Number (degrees) (A) (degrees) (A)

1 011 15.3 + 0.05 5.79 15.0 5.92

012 15.6 5.69

013 16.5 5.36

2 110 18.6 + 0.05 4.77 18.5 4.80

111 18.7 4.76

112 19.1 4.64

3 200 22.4 + 0.05 3.97 22.2 4.00

201 22.4 3.97

114 21.0 4.23

115 22.3 3.98

4 211 27.4 +0.05 3.25 26.9 3.31

212 27.3 3.27

213 27.8 3.21

214 28.6 3.12

215 29.6 3.02



(2 0 e) patterns. Again, when the model attributes a peak to multiple planes the most

intense contributor is underlined.

Peak 1 was located at approximately 15.1 degrees 2 0 e and was attributed to the

011, 012 and 013 planes (2 0m = 15.0, 15.6 and 16.5 degrees). This reflection due to

the same combination of planes was also seen on the previously discussed two

dimensional fiber pattern (see Table 4. 1).

Peak 2 was assigned the 110, 111 and 112 planes (2 0 m = 18.5, 18.7, and 19.1

degrees) and was experimentally observed to occur at a 2 0e value of about 18.4

degrees. This peak was also seen as a reflection in the fiber pattern described in Table

4.1.

Peak 3 which occurred at a 2 0 e value of approximately 22.1 degrees was

indexed with the 200, 201, 114 and 115 planes (2 0 m = 22.2, 22.4, 21.0, and 22.3

degrees). Again, a correlation is observed between the one and two dimensional

diffraction data. But the model fiber pattern has two separate arcs that are described as

one single peak on the diffraction scan. The experimental fiber pattern only accounts

for the 200 and 201 reflections. The 114 and 115 reflections were too weak to

contribute to a discernible arc on the experimental two dimensional pattern. Evaluation

of the simple model two dimensional pattern (Figure 4.21) revealed that the 114 and

115 planes would cause a reflection that is weak but more importantly, the 114 and 115

planes would create an arc that would be independent of the arc created by the 200 and

201 planes.

Although the 114 and 115 planes would produce a reflection with a 20 value

similar to that of the reflection observed to be from the 200 and 201 planes, when

oriented, these reflections have different locations on a two dimensional pattern. This

highlights the need to employ both one and two dimensional techniques when

attempting to determine a polymeric crystal system and to evaluate the extent of
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ordering present. The diffractometer scans provide an excellent tool for evaluating

relative intensity distributions and the fiber patterns are best suited to evaluate positions

of reflections and describe crystal orientation distributions.

Peak 4 shows a similar multiple peak contribution. It occurs at approximately

26.8 degrees 20 e and is observed as a single arc on the two dimensional pattern.

From Table 4.2, Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.3 it can be seen again that the model

describes the peak positions and relative intensity distributions quite well. Also, the

model is an excellent vehicle for correlating one and two dimensional x-ray data.

Additionally, the model provides a method for estimating the crystallite size.

At this point the model has performed quite well in describing data obtained by

different experimentalists (here and reference 4), employing different techniques

(diffractometer scans and fiber patterns), and using different experimental apparatus.

One last evaluation was made by employing the model to describe previously reported

one dimensional diffractometer data [23].

In the x-ray chapter of this work, diffractometer data for samples that were

swollen and crystallized in NMP were mentioned. The specific details of specimen

preparation, experimental x-ray diffraction conditions and diffraction patterns can be

found elsewhere [23]. Table 4.3 contains both model and experimental results for these

patterns. For the sake of clarity, the reference numbers for these peaks will be

proceeded by the letter N to indicate NMP swollen and crystallized. As before, when

peaks are attributed to multiple planes the strongest contributor is underlined.

From Table 4.3 it can be seen that the model again describes the peak positions

fairly accurately. Thus the results of three different types of diffraction experiments

have been described quite well by this model. It must be pointed out that some of the

discrepancy between the model and experimental results exhibited in Tables 4.2 and 4.3

could be attributed to the fact that the model indexes the exact position of each
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Table 4.3: Experimental [23] and model x-ray scattering angle and d-spacing
for NMP treated LARC-CPI at k = 1.541 A.

(m subscript denotes model, e subscript denotes experimental data)

*20m and dm based on model lattice parameters that are + O.1A

103

Peak hkl 2 0e de 2 0m* dm*

Number (degrees +0.05) (A) (degrees) (A)

N1 003 7.4 11.94 7.4 11.90

N2 004 9.3 9.50 9.9 8.92

N3 101 12.2 7.25 11.3 7.81

N4 013 16.8 5.27 16.5 5.36

N5 110 18.4 4.82 18.5 4.80

111 18.7 4.76

112 19.1 4.64

N6 200 22.3 3.98 22.2 4.00

201 22.4 3.97

114 21.0 4.23

115 22.3 3.98

N7 00 10 24.1 3.69 24.9 3.57

N8 216 32.5 2.75 30.8 2.90

217 32.1 2.79



individual plane that contributes to a peak whereas the search routine employed when

evaluating experimental data locates the approximate peak position. Comparison of

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 also brings out an additional point of interest with respect to scans

of as-received solvent cast material and LARC-CPI that is swollen and crystallized in

NMP.

The fist two peaks of NMP treated material (N1 and N2 corresponding to the

003 and 004 planes) where not observed in the diffractometer scans of as-received

solvent cast LARC-CPI reported here and elsewhere [21, 23]. These peaks were

observed as meridional reflections on two dimensional fiber patterns [21]. Peaks N3,

N7 and N8 also never appeared in any of the one dimensional scans of the as-received

material. Peak N5 was similar to peak 2 in Table 4.2 (Figure 4.3) but possessed an

additional shoulder at 20 values that correlated with the location of reflections of 112

planes. Peak N4 was similar to peak 1 of Table 4.2 (Figure 4.3) but was shifted to a

higher 20 value. Peaks N6 and peak 3 of Table 4.2 appeared similar but N6 was at a

much lower relative intensity.

From the above analysis of the data in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 it is apparent that as-

received and NMP treated samples produce different x-ray patterns. The NMP

treatment appears to suppress some reflections and enhance others without appreciably

altering the positions of the peaks. Since the NMP affects the magnitude of certain

reflections but not the locations it is possible that the NMP treatment and subsequent

drying procedure results in a different crystal orientation distribution than solvent cast

crystals but does not produce a discernibly different crystal unit cell.

The model assumes an ideal isotropic crystal orientation distribution when

simulating one dimensional diffraction data. When the as-received and NMP treated

results are compared with the simulated model data one can qualitatively explore the

extent of crystal orientation. By employing the model to index the as-received and
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NMP treated sample diffraction patterns it is possible to monitor which peaks are

suppressed and enhanced due to the different processes. Thus the model can also be

employed to provide some insight regarding the effects of processing on the

microstructure of LARC-CPI.

From all of the above validations it can be seen that the model crystal structure

of a base centered orthorhombic system with lattice parameters of a = 8.0 A, b = 6.0 A

and c = 35.7 + 0.1 A appears to describe LARC-CPI crystals quite well. Simulated

diffraction results agree with two dimensional fiber data and one dimensional

diffraction patterns (subject to radically different processing techniques) with respect to

both reflection position and the relative intensity distribution. Also, the simulated

crystal density is approximately the same as experimentally determined values providing

more support for this model. Previous attempts at modeling the crystal structure of

LARC-CPI have yielded extremely low crystal densities [25].

The model is also a powerful tool for deconvoluting multiple plane reflections

into the contributing individual planes and relative intensity contributions of each plane.

Additionally, the model can be used to investigate the extent of orientation of the

crystallite size distribution due to processing techniques such as solvent casting, zone

drawing or NMP treatment.
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CHAPTER 5

THERMAL EXPANSION BEHAVIOR OF LARC-CPI

AND NEW-TPI

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Investigations of the thermal expansion behavior of the crystalline regions of

LARC-CPI and NEW-TPI are presented in this chapter. Elevated temperature WAXS

experiments were performed employing the X12B beam line at Brookhaven National

Laboratory as well as the Rigaku RU200 diffractometer located at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology Center for Materials Science and Engineering X-ray Facility.

Both real time and isothermal scans were made. Lattice parameters and indexed

diffraction patterns for LARC-CPI (determined by molecular modeling in Chapter 4)

and NEW-TPI:[ (previously reported [1-3]) were employed in conjunction with elevated

temperature WAXS results to determine the coefficients of thermal expansion of the

unit cell lattice parameters for both polyimides.

5.2 LARC-CPI SYNCHROTRON RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Real time (non-isothermal) WAXS experiments were performed on a three film

thick stack of solvent cast, as-received, unoriented, semicrystalline material. Specimen

preparation, experimental procedures, and data analysis techniques can be found in

Chapter 2.
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These experiments showed that the positions of peaks due to the crystalline

region of LARC-CPI changed as the temperature increased. Unfortunately, the 24

second data acquisition interval employed at the synchrotron was too short and resulted

in low resolution patterns. Thus it was impossible to obtain any quantitative

information pertaining to the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of any of the

lattice parameters of LARC-CPI. Since real time scans did not yield any extremely

useful numerical data we decided to focus efforts on isothermal experiments.

Scans at different temperatures ranging from 35 to 2900 C were made on a stack

of eleven zone drawn strips of LARC-CPI. Each scan was integrated sectorially along

the equator and the meridian. Figure 5.1 shows the meridional and equatorial results

for LARC-CPI at 350 C.

Meridional results at 35 and 2900 C can be seen in Figure 5.2. Note the lack of

change in the position of the two most intense peaks (003 and 004 at channel numbers

49 and 63) as the temperature is increased. Since these peaks are pure 001 and do not

shift positions it appears that there is no discernible change in the c lattice parameter

over the temperature range investigated here. Thus the unit cell of LARC-CPI does

not expand in the c direction within the resolution of these experiments.

This is a reasonable result considering the stiff backbone bonds and strong

steric hindrances to rotation found in polyimides. A substantial amount of thermal

energy would be required to produce a rotation of any backbone bonds that would lead

to a noticeable change in the c lattice parameter. This type of thermal expansion

behavior has also been reported by Blundell and D'Mello in Poly(etheretherketone)

(PEEK) where there was no observable change in the c parameter from 20 to 2900 C

[4].

Figure 53 contains the equatorial scan results at the same two temperatures.

From here it can be seen that there is a definite change in peak positions as a function
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of temperature. As the temperature is increased peaks shift to lower 20 values (higher

d values) implying an increase in the lattice parameters. Since the c lattice parameter

has been shown to remain constant, the a and b parameters must be expanding as the

temperature increases.

Thus the lattice expansion appears to occur in the a and b directions only. This

was also observed in PEEK [4] and attributed to the relatively weak Van der Waals

forces restricting expansion in the a and b directions. Since motion in the c direction

must overcome strong steric hindrances to rotation, expansion is energetically much

more favorable along the a and b axes where the above mentioned weak Van der Waals

(and possibly Coulombic) forces are the only opposition present.

These experiments yielded the important result that no observable change

occurred in the c lattice direction. This is a critical point since the two strongest

equatorial reflections in LARC-CPI are attributed to the 111 and 200 planes. Hence

knowledge of the c parameter is necessary to back out the b lattice parameter as a

function of temperature. Since the c lattice parameter remains constant it is possible to

determine the a and b values as temperature is increased and subsequently to obtain the

coefficients of thermal expansion of the crystal in the three principle unit cell directions.

5.3 LARC-CPI DIFFRACTOMETER RESULTS AND

DISCUSSION

In order to obtain accurate position vs. temperature data for the strong peaks

due to the crystal structure of LARC-CPI it was necessary to employ a diffractometer

fitted with a hot hutch. Scans were made on unoriented cold crystallized samples.

Specimen preparation, experimental methods and data analysis are discussed in Chapter
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2. The temperature range explored here was from 200 C to 3500 C with isothermal

scans taken approximately every 250 C. At temperatures above 2750 C melting had

already begun and it was impossible to obtain accurate peak position data.

The RU200 diffractometer patterns at 200C and 2750 C can be seen in Figure

5.4. Note that the shape of the pattern is similar but at 2750 C the peak positions have

shifted to a lower 20 value (higher d-spacing) indicating expansion of the unit cell in

certain directions.

By obtaining the d-spacings of the 111 and 200 peaks as a function of

temperature and combing the fact that the c lattice parameter remained constant (over

the temperature range investigated here) with a general relationship that relates d-

spacing to the Miller indices and unit cell lattice parameters it is possible to determine

the lattice parameters as a function of temperature. Table 5.1 contains the positions

(given in d-spacings) of the 11 and 200 planes at various temperatures.

Since LARC-CPI is base centered orthorhombic (as determined from molecular

modeling results presented in Chapter 4) the proper relationship between the d-spacing

of a given plane (d), the Miller indices of that plane (hkl), and the unit cell parameters

(a, b and c) is given by equation 5.1.

1 h2 k 2
12: -+ + (5.1)

d2 a2 b 2 c

Thus employing the d-spacings of the 111 and 200 peaks as a function of temperature

one can obtain the lattice parameters in question as a function of temperature by

algebraic manipulation of equation 5.1. Since the c lattice parameter remains constant

at 35.7 A, the d-spacings from the two peaks as a function of temperature results in

solving two equations for two unknowns to determine the a and b values at various
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Table 5.1: LARC-CPI d-spacings of the 111 and 200 planes
at various temperatures. (+ 0.01 A)
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Temperature d1l d200

(C) (A) (A)

20 4.84 4.03

52 4.86 4.06

77 4.87 4.07

102 4.88 4.08

127 4.89 4.09

150 4.90 4.10

176 4.90 4.11

200 4.91 4.12

226 4.94 4.14

251 4.94 4.15

276 4.96 4.17



temperatures. Table 5.2 contains the values for the a, b and c lattice parameters as a

function of temperature.

Due to the fact that it was possible to obtain positions of the 212 peak as a

function of temperature, a check of the predicted and actual experimental positions of

this reflection, as a function of temperature was performed. Table 5.3 shows the

experimentally measured and predicted d-spacings for the 212 plane at different

temperatures. The predicted values were obtained by substituting the a, b and c lattice

parameter values presented in Table 5.2 into equation 5.1 and solving for the d-

spacings of the 212 plane at the temperatures in question. There was excellent

agreement between the actual and predicted values. Thus the measurement technique

appeared to be quite accurate.

Plots of the a and b lattice parameters of LARC-CPI as a function of

temperature can be seen in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The line drawn through the plots is the

best fit linear approximation of the data.

Equations of the linear approximations of lattice parameters versus temperature

data are of the form

p(T) = p(O0 C) + p(O° C)otpT (5.2)

where p(T) is the lattice parameter in question at a temperature T, tp is the coefficient

of thermal expansion of the lattice parameter p, and p(OOC) is the value of the lattice

parameter at 0°C.

Equation 5.2 can be algebraically rearranged to

p(T) = p(OOC)[1 + pT] (5.3)
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Table 5.2: LARC-CPI lattice parameters at various temperatures.
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Temperature a b c

C) (+ 0.02 A) + 0.04 A) (+ 0.1 A)

20 8.07 6.14 35.7

52 8.12 6.15 35.7

77 8.15 6.16 35.7

102 8.16 6.17 35.7

127 8.18 6.19 35.7

150 8.20 6.20 35.7

176 8.23 6.20 35.7

200 8.23 6.21 35.7

226 8.28 6.24 35.7

251 8.29 6.25 35.7

276 8.33 6.26 35.7



Table 5.3: Experimental and predicted d-spacings for the 212 plane of LARC-CPI.
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Temperature d212 Experimental d212 Predicted

(°C) (+ o.o0 A) (+ 0.02 A)

20 3.34 3.31

52 3.35 3.33

77 3.36 3.34

102 3.37 3.34

127 3.38 3.35

150 3.39 3.36

176 3.40 3.37

200 3.40 3.37

226 3.42 3.39

251 3.43 3.39

276 3.44 3.40
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Figure 5.5: a versus temperature for LARC-CPI.
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Figure 5.6: b versus temperature for LARC-CPI.
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which is the form employed by Huo et al., [5]. Thus the slope of the line is the product

of the 0°C value of the lattice parameter, the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)

and the temperature. The intercept is simply the value of the lattice parameter at 0°C.

For LARC(:-CPI the following lattice parameters at 0°C and coefficients of thermal

expansion were obtained;

a(0°C) = 8.06 A aa = 1.17xlO04 /°C

b(0°C) = 6.13 A ab = 0.75x104/°C

The c parameter remained constant at a value of 35.7 A.

From these results it is apparent that LARC-CPI is very anisotropic in its unit

cell thermal expansion. There is no discernible change in the c parameter as a function

of temperature. The same result was observed in PEEK [4] where there was no

observable unit cell expansion in the c direction. This is attributed to the fact that

expansion in the c direction is inhibited by strong steric hindrances to backbone bond

rotations.

All of the thermal expansion of the crystalline region of LARC-CPI occurred in

the a and b unit cell directions. Additionally, the CTE in the a direction was larger than

the b direction. This behavior was also seen in PEEK [4] where the CTE in the a

direction was larger than that in the b direction.

Thus the thermal expansion of the unit cell of LARC-CPI occurs in the a and b

directions over the temperature range we studied. No measurable expansion was

observed in the c direction. The expansion in the a direction was larger than in the b

direction. Since the a and b lattice parameters expand in a linear fashion and the c

parameter remained constant it is apparent that the unit cell volume will also expand in
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a linear manner. Figure 5.7 shows a plot of the unit cell volume versus temperature.

The following volumetric expansion results were obtained

Vol(0 0C) = 1763.7 A3 cVo1 = 1.94x10- 4/°C

where Vol(0°C) is the unit cell volume at 0°C and cLVol is the volumetric coefficient of

thermal expansion of the same form as described in equation 5.3 where p is now

replaced by Vol.

5.4 NEW-TPI SYNCHROTRON RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Isothermal scans of both three and five film stacks of zone drawn NEW-TPI

were also made at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Details pertaining to the

specimens, experimental technique and data analysis are presented in Chapter 2 of this

work. Scans were taken at various temperatures ranging from 35 to 3250 C.

Meridional and equatorial data taken at 350 C are presented in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.9 contains results of meridional isothermal scans taken at 35 and

3250 C. The three strongest peaks shown are the 004, 005 and 006 at channel number

95, 114 and 138, respectively. Note how the positions of these peaks do not change

with temperature. Thus the positions of pure 001 reflections do not change and the c

lattice parameter for NEW-TPI remains constant over the temperature range explored

and within the resolution of these experiments.

The same result was obtained for LARC-CPI (as described above) and PEEK

[4]. It appears that the strong steric resistance to bond rotation that inhibited

expansion in the c lattice direction of LARC-CPI and PEEK is also present in NEW-
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TPI. Thus there is a common lack of expansion in the chain direction of the unit cell

for polymers (polyimides and PEEK) that possess stiff backbone bonds that are highly

resistant to rotation.

On the other hand, polymers with flexible backbone bonds that have relatively

low energetic barriers to rotation expand in the c (or chain) direction quite easily. This

can be seen by examining previously reported results on Poly(butylene terephthalate)

(PBT) [5]. PBT contains a crumpled tetramethylene group that can expand to an all

trans conformation with very little energy input. The c-axis thermal expansion in this

polymer is 2. 13x10-4 /°C .

Isothermal equatorial scans at 35 and 3250 C can be seen in Figure 5.10. Note

the change in positions of the intense peaks as a function of temperature. From here it

is apparent that as the temperature is increased the 20 positions of the peaks shift to

lower values. If 20 shifts to a lower value then the corresponding d-spacing is shifting

to a larger value and expansion must be occurring. Since it has been observed that

there is no expansion in the c direction of the crystal lattice of NEW-TPI then all of the

changes in unit cell geometry must occur in the a and b directions.

Once again, it appears that the expansion occurs in directions perpendicular to

the chain due to energy considerations. Expansions in the a and b directions are

resisted by relatively weak Van der Waals forces whereas expansion in the c direction is

resisted by strong steric hindrances to back bone bond rotations. Thus it is

energetically favorable to expand in the a and b directions.
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5.5 NEW-TPI DIFFRACTOMETER RESULTS AND

DISCUSSION

A Rigaku RU200 diffractometer was employed to obtain accurate peak position

versus temperature data for NEW-TPI. Experiments were performed on cold

crystallized unoriented samples. Specimen preparation, experimental procedure and

data analysis techniques are discussed in Chapter 2. Isothermal scans were taken in

250C steps ranging from 25 to 3750 C. At temperatures above 3250 C melting had

begun and it was impossible to obtain accurate peak position data.

Diffraction patterns at 25 and 2750C can be seen in Figure 5.11. Again it is

seen that the shape of the pattern is similar at both temperatures but as the temperature

is increased, the peak positions shift to lower 20 values implying expansion of the

crystal lattice Table 5.4 contains the positions (given in d-spacings) of the 110 and

200 planes at the temperatures investigated.

The a and b lattice parameters were determined as a function of temperature by

experimentally measuring the d-spacings of the 110 and 200 peaks as a function of

temperature and solving equation 5.1 at each temperature in question. Since NEW-TPI

is base centered orthorhombic, equation 5.1 was valid for determining lattice

parameters from d-spacing data. The values of the a, b and c lattice parameters as a

function of temperature can be seen in Table 5.5.

An internal check of the accuracy of the measurements (similar to the

previously described check for LARC-CPI) was undertaken. The experimentally

measured and. predicted values of the position of the 210 reflection as a function of

temperature were compared. Predicted values were obtained by substituting the a and

b lattice values shown in Table 5.5 into equation 5.1. Predicted and experimental d-

spacings for the 210 plane as a function of temperature are displayed in Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.11: Diffractometer scans of NEW-TPI at 25 and 2750 C.
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Table 5.4: NEW-TPI d-spacings of the 110 and 200 planes
at various temperatures. (+ 0.01 A)

131

Temperature dllo d200

(0c) (A) (A)

25 4.95 3.92

50 4.95 3.93

75 4.96 3.94

100 4.97 3.95

125 4.98 3.96

150 4.99 3.97

175 4.99 3.97

200 5.01 3.98

225 5.01 3.99

250 5.02 4.00

275 5.04 4.01

300 5.04 4.03

325 5.05 4.03



Table 5.5: NEW-TPI lattice parameters at various temperatures.
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Temperature a b c

(°C) (+ 0.02 A) (+ 0.03 ) (+ o.o0 A)

25 7.85 6.37 25.11

50 7.86 6.37 25.11

75 7.88 6.38 25.11

100 7.89 6.39 25.11

125 7.91 6.40 25.11

150 7.93 6.42 25.11

175 7.93 6.42 25.11

200 7.97 6.44 25.11

225 7.97 6.44 25.11

250 7.99 6.45 25.11

275 8.03 6.47 25.11

300 8.05 6.47 25.11

325 8.07 6.48 25.11



Table 5.6: Experimental and predicted d-spacings for the 210 plane of NEW-TPI.
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Temperature d21 0 Experimental d2lo Predicted

(°C) (+ o.o0l ) (+ o.o A)

25 3.33 3.34

50 3.33 3.35

75 3.34 3.35

100 3.34 3.36

125 3.35 3.37

150 3.35 3.37

175 3.36 3.37

200 3.37 3.39

225 3.37 3.39

250 3.38 3.40

275 3.39 3.41

300 3.41 3.42

325 3.41 3.43



Form here it: can be seen that there is excellent agreement between predicted and

experimentally determined values.

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the a and b lattice parameters respectively as a

function of temperature.

By employing lattice parameter thermal data in the form shown in Equation 5.3

the following results for NEW-TPI were obtained:

a(0°C) = 7.82 A (a = 0.93x10 4 /°C

b(0°C) = 6.36 A ab = 0.60x10-4/°C

The c parameter remained constant at a value of 25.11 A [ 1 ].

Based on these results it can be seen that NEW-TPI is quite anisotropic in its

unit cell thermal expansion. Like LARC-CPI (discussed above) and PEEK [4], there is

no discernible change in the c lattice parameter of NEW-TPI as a function of

temperature. Again, the powerful steric resistance to back bone bond rotation is

offered as an explanation for this occurrence.

All of the expansion occurred along the a and b axes of NEW-TPI with the

CTE being greater in the a direction. This behavior was also observed in LARC-CPI

(previously discussed in this chapter) and in PEEK [4]. This anisotropic behavior is

again attributed to the relatively weak Van der Waals forces that resist expansion in the

a and b directions.

Thus for NEW-TPI, the unit cell thermal expansion occurs in the a and b

directions. There is no observable change in the c lattice parameter. The expansion in

the a direction was much larger than in the b direction. Based on the observed linear

expansion of the a and b lattice parameters and constant c value it is readily deduced
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Figure 5.12: a versus temperature for NEW-TPI.
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Figure 5.13: b versus temperature for NEW-TPI.
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that the unit cell volume will also expand in a linear fashion. Figure 5.14 contains a

plot of the unit cell volume versus temperature for NEW-TPI. The following

volumetric expansion coefficients were obtained

VoI(00 C) = 1248.5 A3 aVO = 1.55x10 4 /oC

where Vol(0°C) is the unit cell volume at 0°C and CaVol is the volumetric coefficient of

thermal expansion of the same form as described in equation 5.3 where p is now

replaced by Vol.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

FUTURE WORK

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

An accurate molecular model of the crystal structure of LARC-CPI was created

by combining a Monte Carlo search method and molecular mechanics techniques. The

Monte Carlo method was employed to determine a most probable unit cell repeat unit.

This repeat unit was packed into various unit cells and minimized. A wide range of cell

types, initial lattice parameters, chain setting angles and intra-cell chain translations

were explored. Models were evaluated based on energetic considerations and

correlation of simulated data with experimental x-ray and density results. The most

accurate model revealed that LARC-CPI appears to be base centered orthorhombic

with lattice parameters ofa = 8.0, b = 6.0 and c = 35.7 A + 0.1 A.

Simulated one and two dimensional diffraction patterns agree extremely well

with experimental results (obtained here and also found in the literature [1, 2 and 3]).

The model accurately described both the position and the relative intensity distribution

of each reflection (or peak) in a pattern. Peak position agreement indicates a good

estimate of both the crystal type and lattice parameter values. Relative intensity

distribution agreement implies excellent approximation of the intra-cell chain

translations and chain setting angles. Since the model described reflection positions

and magnitudes quite well it appears to be an accurate representation of the crystal

structure of LARC-CPI.
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The model and experiential density values are also in strong agreement. Thus

the model developed here is not only verified by x-ray results, but is also validated by

agreement with experimentally determined density values [3]. Previous attempts by

others at modeling LARC-CPI [4] yielded model density results that were physically

unrealistic as they underestimated reported values [3] by a factor of approximately

three. This large discrepancy was not explained thus leading one to question the

validity of their model [4].

The model presented here provides an excellent vehicle for correlating one and

two dimensional diffraction data. It can also be used to describe the orientation

distribution of LARC-CPI crystals. Thus the model may be employed to evaluate the

effects of processing on the microstructure of LARC-CPI. Additionally, the model is

also an excellent tool for deconvoluting reflections due to multiple planes into the

contributing individual planes and the relative contributions of each plane.

In summary, the model created in this work accurately describes the crystal

structure of LARC-CPI. Validation by comparison of simulated and experimental x-

ray diffraction patterns and density data strongly support this model.

There is a unique peak in the diffraction pattern of LARC-CPI located at 20 =

3.52 degrees that is not attributed to any planes of the unit cell of the crystalline region

of the material. This peak appears to be created by weakly ordered structures of free

diamines and diamine terminated polymer chains.

This free diamine concept is supported by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

results which show an excess diamine concentration at both surfaces of solvent cast

films. Excess diamines in LARC-CPI films after polymerization is completed have been

observed by others [5]. Free diamines would also explain the radiation sensitivity of

the peak and the fact that the peak is not described by the model of the crystal unit cell.
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It is speculated that the mechanism that produced the excess diamine

concentration at both surfaces (and not just the free surface) of solvent cast films is due

in part to solvent, segment, and diamine interactions. Thus it is proposed that Flory

Huggins type interactions cause polymer segments to be attracted to each other and

repel excess diamines and solvent away from the polymer core of the film.

Elevated temperature WAXS experiments yielded the coefficients of thermal

expansion (CTE) for the unit cells of LARC-CPI and NEW-TPI. For both polyimides

there was no discernible expansion in the c unit cell direction. Additionally, the CTE in

the a direction was larger than in the b direction for both LARC-CPI and NEW-TPI.

Thus the unit cell CTE's are quite anisotropic for the polyimides investigated in this

work.

6.2 FUTURE WORK

It is recommended that the model be taken to the next level. Since the model

describes the crystal structure of LARC-CPI quite well it should now be applied to

predict the mechanical and thermal behavior of the system. This can be performed by

developing routines that measure changes in energy of the unit cell as temperature or

lattice parameters are changed. Simulated modulus of elasticity predictions could be

compared to those measured by Teverovsky [1]. The experimentally determined CTE's

of LARC-CPI could be used to evaluate predicted values.

The model could also be developed further to provide quantitative

measurements of the orientation distribution of the crystals of a specific sample of

material. Thus the model may be modified to describe the effects of processing on the

microstructure of the material numerically.
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It is strongly recommended that the mechanism(s) that cause the excess diamine

concentration at both surfaces of solvent cast films be explored in greater detail.

Polyimides in general and LARC-CPI specifically are excellent candidate materials for

electronic applications. This excess diamine phenomenon posses two potential

problems for an electronic component.

If free diamines exist at the surface they could strongly effect the adhesive

properties of the polyimide to a potential substrate such as a silicon wafer. One of the

key research areas in electronic packaging applications that incorporate polyimides is

understanding and modeling the failure mechanisms at the polymer/substrate interface

[6, 7]. By understanding the mechanism(s) by which the diamines propagate to the

surface one could potentially control this effect thus eliminate or enhance its

occurrence.

The second issue of free diamines and electronic components concerns the

dielectric behavior of the material. Polyimides are favorable thin film electronic

materials due in part to their low dielectric constant. It is imperative to investigate the

effects of free diamines at the surfaces on the electrical behavior of high performance

devices.

Finally, it is recommended that the thermal results obtained here be combined

with real time SAXS techniques at elevated temperatures to explore the expansion of

the inter-phase and amorphous lamellar regions of LARC-CPI. Also, accurate

measurements (higher resolution than those made in Chapter 5) of the c lattice

parameter CTE's for both polyimides are necessary to confirm the observations made

here.
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APPENDIX 1

COMPUTER SUBROUTINES AND C SHELL SCRIPTS

A.1 OVERVIEW

This section describes the computer programs employed in this work to analyze

WAXS data taken at the X12B beam line at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Data

analysis was performed using MATLABTM, a commercially available software package.

Data was sent from Brookhaven to our workstation at M.I.T. via ftp over the internet.

The raw data was modified so that it was in a format that MATLABTM would read.

The 10 cm by 10 cm detector at Brookhaven provided 375 lines of integrated data.

A1.2 sed

The as-received data had some hidden binary charters that had to be removed.

The sed command was used to search and delete octal binary characters. This was

crucial since binary characters will kill both MATLABTM loading procedures and post-

script print jobs. The sed routine follows.

sed

foreach file (*)

sed -e 'sAO00000g' $file >! $file.new

mv $file.new $file

end
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foreach file(*) causes sed to check every file in the directory since the wild card (*) is

used to describe the files. Thus sed modifies all of the files in the directory in which it

is executed.

A1.3 blow

After binary character removal was competed the next step was to convert the

data into a MATLABTM acceptable format. Since MATLABTM works with vectors and

matrices, the data were converted to a 378 row by 2 column matrix. This format

conversion was done in two steps. The first step was the removal of extraneous data

that was attached to the file but not used in this analysis. The only useful information

was in the first 381 lines of a raw data file so the remaining lines were removed using

blow, a c-shell script. blow follows.

blow

#!/bin/csh -f

foreach file(*)

head -381 $file > tmp

mv tmp $file

end

Unlike sed, blow is an actual file. To execute blow, simply type blow at the c shell

prompt. For blow to work, the actual blow file must be in the directory from which

blow is invoked. Also, as with sed it is essential to assure that the only files in the
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directory are those that need to be modified (along with the blow file) as blow will

alter all of the files present in the directory from which it is invoked. If blow is copied

or moved to different directories it must be changed to an executable file type or it will

not work. This is done by typing

chmod 775 blow

in the directory to which blow has been moved or copied.

A1.4 crunch2

crunch2 is a c-shell script which employs awk to finalize the data format

changes so that the files can be opened in MATLABTM. This routine extracts pertinent

variables from the post blow modified data file header and places those variables at the

bottom of a 378 row by 2 column matrix that can be opened in MATLABTM. After

executing crunch2 the data is in a format that MATLABTM can read.

crunch2

#!/bin/csh -f

tail +2 $1 > bar

set one = 'head -1 bar I awk '(print $2, $4}"

set three = 'head -3 bar I tail -1 I awk '(print $7}"

set four = 'head -4 bar l tail -1 l awk '(print $6}"

set five = 'head -4 bar l tail -1 I awk 'print $7, $8}"

tail +6 bar > var
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echo $one "\

$three $four "\

$five >qux

mv $1 $1.old

cat var qux > $1

rm -f var qux bar

crunch2 is an actual file. To execute crunch2, simply type crunch2 at the c shell

prompt. For crunch2 to work, the actual crunch2 file must be in the directory from

which crunch2 is invoked. Also, as with sed it is essential to assure that the only files in

the directory are those that need to be modified (along with the crunch2 file) as

crunch2 will alter all of the files present in the directory from which it is invoked. If

crunch2 is copied or moved to different directories it must be changed to an executable

file type or it will not work. This is done by typing

chmod 775 crunch2

in the directory to which crunch2 has been moved or copied.

A1.5 piload.m

piload is a MATLABTM .m file used to load the data into a MATLABTM session.

Prior to running piload it is necessary to remove the . from each file name and replace it

with a _. This is accomplished by employing the UNIX mv command to rename the file
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in question. For example, dog.001 must be renamed dog_001 for MATLABTM to load

it. piload acting on the file series tpim_001 through tpim_0 10 follows.

niload.m

for i = 1:9

eval(['load tpim_00', sprintf('%g',i);J)

eval(['temp = tpim_00', sprintf('%g',i);])

c = temp(1:375,1);

normi(1:375,i) = c;

normi(376,i) = temp(376,1)

normi(377,i) = temp(376,2)

normi(378,i) = temp(377,1)

normi(379,i) = temp(377,2)

normi(380,i) = temp(378,1)

normi(381,i) = temp(378,2)

end

for i = 10:10

eval(['Ioad tpim_0', sprintf('%g',i);l)

eval(['temp = tpim_0', sprintf('%g',i);l)

c = temp(l:375,1);

normi(l:375,i) = c;

normi(376,i) = temp(376,1)

normi(377,i) = temp(376,2)

normi(378,i) = temp(377,1)

normi(379,i) = temp(377,2)

normi(380,i) = temp(378,1)
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normi(381,i) = temp(378,2)

end

Once piload is finished, all of the data is in one matrix called normi.

A1.6 pibsub.m

pibsub is a .m file used to correct the data (for beam live time, specimen

permeability, incident beam intensity fluctuations and detector performance) and to

perform background subtraction. pibsub.m operating on a set of data already loaded in

MATLABTM whose corresponding background file to be subtracted was

blankl6m_001 follows. The data set has 10 slices.

pibsub.m

load blankl6m_001;

temp = blankl6m_001;

c = temp(1:375,1);

bnormi(1:375) = c;

bnormi(376) = temp(376,1)

bnormi(377) = temp(376,2)

bnormi(378) = temp(377,1)

bnormi(379) = temp(377,2)

bnormi(380) = temp(378,1)

bnormi(381) = temp(378,2)

tnnse = (bnormi(377)/bnormi(376))*(bnormi(379)/bnormi(380))
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Itmnse = bnormi(381)/bnormi(378)

factnse = tnse*Iltmnse*bnormi(376)/(10^6)

bb = bnormi(1:375)/factnse;

for j = 1:10

tnsmpl = (normi(377,j)/normi(376,j))*(normi(379,j)/normi(380,j))

Itmsmpl = normi(381,j)/normi(378,j)

factsmpl = tnsmpl*ltmsmpl*normi(376,j)/(10^6)

aa(1:375) = normi(1:375,j)/factsmpl;

cc = aa - bb

for i = 1:375

corni(i,j) = cc(i);

end

end

Once pibsub is finished, all of the data is in one matrix called corni.
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